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·This Is the New Mexico
Daily LOBO's final issue tor
the spring semester. We will

\

· -r~sume weekly publicatlor\.
·June 10.
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Results ·oF the .recount of thO
.· · Apr. 13 ASW'IM tleetion. · by; ·.. the aCCI~UnliDJ
·wick,
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· The New Mexico Student Loan
program at UNM has been
operating for sometime in technical
violation of the federal Truth in
Lending Act.
The act provides penalties of up
to $100.000 in class action suits,
and up to $1000 in individual ac:
tions.
The Truth in Lending ·Act of
1969 established guidelines which
creditors must follow in .lending
mQney. The "full. disclosure''
provision of the act stipulates. that
creditors must tell a loan appli~nt,
at the tbne the loan is made~ the full
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amount, inct'Uding all finance- were delin.quent or had defaulted · ·
charges, the borrower will be ex.. on student loan obligations.
· pected to repay.
·
The LOBO was told that· in mid- · .,
Soutc.es say officials at the UNM · March 'obn Silko,' attorney for the
Joan program, discovered that no
''discolsure of finance charges"
For mort loan·lendlng ac· statements, required by law' were .
ts~ .see the LOBO editor/ill/ on
being issued to loan applicants .at
tbe 'time their loans were made. · ·
page tout.
Sillco, also an assistant state~
•..
attorney general, was a~tsigned io. · · ' ·.
the loan program by State Att.::'· ·. :
.loan
program
apparently Oen. Toney Anaya in November .. :. · ..
discovered that· the program w~ "My primary job is to enforce. · · · : ·. ·~
not operating strictly within the law student-loan obligations," Sitko · · ,: ·.. , =.: ·.
in mid-March after the University . said.
· ·· ... :
had begun investigating. tho~ who
A disclosure must:
.. . . . t •
· _ -="State the date on which the.~~:.;··.. · .:.
finance charge begins to ac~ :.. · · . ;·· .
cumulate.
. . · ··
-State the amount of the··
finance charge, using the ter.m· · ··
'• finance charje."
~
·
-;;Use the . term "annual per-· · :
centage .rate'' to describe the hi- ·. ·
terest charge.
:-State the . amount financed,.. ·. ·. · · ·
usang the term ..amount financed!' ..
· -·state · the total · sum.~-··Of .
payments nccessarv to repay the'
I
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. :.t~\~ . -·~er~.·H votes. . :.:: ·
.:.. .
,'~ 1
.
. Stu'aettt Courtjustice Todd1»iri~,· · ·who tr.afisifiitte'd the:accounting. ~
firm's tallies t<J.the LOBO bite last ·
night, said that ·the court wouid at:
temp~ to cl,rify the reasoiis for tbe. ·
·vote discrepancy in a press ~on.- · · ·
. fereif~ .today. Pink said, though,- y:
tbat·dCS_pi_te the· discrep8J1,cy, there: . , . }. .
~· w~··"no apparent ·ballQt •ampefidJ · · ·~·.,. ..· . . ·~· : ·' :·
·." ·-'. at .all" oinvolved With·. the· Com··· •. '.)"~- · · :mission's,orisinaltuly/ · .: =:;.:; ... ·
·· :~o~ '.;:::-,....... ••
.
. ·The· ·rc~ount . str~wea ..Toin :.
· .... · ·
·· Williams .to be· wiinier· . fn · the~ ·.
:~f~,

--~:··ptC$i-tlalracebyaliitil='Jnarain'
Williams defeated Rick. LoPti by•..· ·.· ~
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liy Ruli.Aibertf .· · ... ' ·
-. N~xt semeste~'s inc:ornina fres.h-~- ...
· ..men' ·wiil be .subject to new ad:;:··. ~•. missi~n policies aimed at dte '1rn·. · . . .
provement of UNM's .-academic.;.:· .. · ·
standards. Hish school stu~ents: ·" •: · ~ ·
"'
will.'be ·r;.equired to. c.om.plete.at-least. _·. ·.<. . :
IS specific course units- ·before:··· · '.·· · .
Pltoiurk.,.,.••" · entering the University. . · .· ·.: · . ·
-· ·
Admission to UNM is. usuallY ; · · ·
· ,

·t.·

·.

F'·- ·- . 'Ia·_.. s·· ber.s·.··. ," ·. ·F,·e·.-.•. ·t·.·a· - R' e.t·u···r.n.
·

basedonhighschoolGPA'sand/or<
American
College Test :·(AC'I'J::·':~ ...
:•. ·
.........- .. ·1.'0 voles.; anQ. P~M. · Duffey-·. • :
scores. A GPA of no lowerthan~:o ····
·in·jrassi:aby318. ;.-. :·· ·.-.· -:-:~
·· .. · ·
isacceptable,asisascore.of-22or·· ·.. ;· ·
...
;.. ··ether r~ults indicate ~he Pi!RG. ·..:··.
.
.
·.: · · · .
above on the ACT. Studeius with · · · ; ·
• ,::~ · · refcreJtdmn -. passed ·by· a \rotc ·9r .· ,·.. ; · . . ~
. By Orlando.Medina
;,e.1one is kept in a ·brown p•per
or. smells like either or bOth of these requ_irements: · · ·.
',,:c: ·i672-'to 83~, Pirik said~ Tl\is~~··:.;·; ·For tw-o days, UNM will be involved in a traclition. :white~rt.
. . . • ·· · . .
.•
. .
may enroll. ACT sco.r~(~te, ;alSo':·:.:·::
·:. ·-... -P.lRG will rcteiye·t~e:full S49,uuu..:....:s.: legendary as the Zimmerman Library ·.:·:·F~n.rly hais and clothing· area necessity .for.making_ used as placement indicators- and · ·.. · ··
-;~: ,Pt~-·~r:~:~ft~ f; levy_:~n ~~h~:~ . (lashcrs-Fies~a;. . . . . . . . ~ . . .
·:-an ·apt)ea(ance while cruising the crowd at Fiesta. determine cO'li'rs-e.,levels student's-ili'.e;, ::' . · . actav~t~.fe,c m:t9!79w7~..-,A.ll.o.f t~e. ···:l,):n.trance requarements may go up and·then come '.'However.~theduck$inthcduckponddonotlikebeing mostsuitedtotake.
. : .. · .. · . .-:> ..
· ·-· bu,~getj~e_mspassfd •. · · . · ;,· :·)·: :.-.;,!11~~· .Presidents: and vice presidents come and go, · p~nted ·day;.glo oranse and tied to somebody~s ear,s..
As a result of this ar~angemen(:'.: ·.·:·, : . ·.
.·: ~h(,~~tJJJnting fiam's~l't!llltj)rijl; ·~.and, iitudi.nt~gradilate, or just c:iaim squatters' rights .:Student$ should keep in mind that the dress of the day ll9 people out of 3988'·\Y~tl~d:be : ··: :_, ' -~
· .:: t ;t~Ul(st.i_inai~ted 11 '\\inll~s i~o.rJ'3l! ~nc;~~e:· -~all, but -the. t;JNM. Fiesta· still carries its .. ·issirililar to the clothing wom to a formal bartquetfor freshmen were refused:· adJilissiorr· · ·. . . :.
~. . . -~nalon'ii· seats to· be fill~i;h ~l.te, ·oriiinalintent of one lasl chance to relax before the · the •.ooong Show.''.
lastrall.
t..
· •
· · · Ufh.~iftroush 17th placing ··~ T~rquetnatda final exams begin~
· .
• Parkins tcstrictions are not lifted during the Fiesta,
.At~!!.9!!.sb.-..e~roltJ?feht llnder: 'tlif_:
,. ·., tfidai~ ..~ill compete .ih .,a runoff
fiesta has changed its· foriil;it several times from .. s0 you wiD have to park your car in a ·regular l.ot and new ·Sy$tem W1U still be bas'ed on
i· ~ ef~tion. because of .39 discrepant rodeos to carnivals to cultural· exhibitions .and each carry your waterbed and full-length mirrors to the Act'·GPA figures, a subjeclrnatter
.., ·b~l6ts'fctund in the .recount.
· · time man.aaed to retain · those ideals essential to Mall.
. requirement will tie initiated next
'· .. 'The l2.:senatoriat winners are, in. . upholdinj the Fiesta~tradition.
' · ·
·Keep an eye on friends who· pass out on the Mall semester. This will hopefully ensure
order: Ann . DUnphy (1046}; Kate .To ensure. that those ideals are continued in this .cspecially~if vultures $tart: ~o circle him or h~ on the the validity of the. OPA-ACT .
· •Wats(Jn (987); Rudy Martinez Fiesta starting today, there are a few things. to rernem· . second day.•_ .
. .:: ·
.alternative, and encourage. high
{9S5l; ·tad ·Howington (960); Jack bet.
Bathto(iiil' faciiitlet around the Mall tend to become school students to set back to basic
· ·JJqttner (9~6){ Steve Shriver (947);
ovei'cro.wded -durina F.iesta s0 sun worshippers should studies. The requirement consists of
IU;bk,A-..aya (928); Phil_Hernandez .. Animals. are an important· part of Fiesta.ai·this is rernembef·.to apply the stray pet rule to friends and at least 3 unitsofEnglishi Zunits of
(~2.1)_; ~.r•~ Lu~r~ (919); Rober~. the time when there·are too n_lany:peo;_Pte-onlhe·Mall
strangers~.
·
social studiesi 2 units ~r niath, 2 ·.
Hoaba1:,~9;18)!.1dt~• Sw~son (90S), for animal control otfieers.to catch tHe-beasts\ Thus,
Too m~ ~un in,crne day tan cause lteat-e~haustion u~its of n~tural sciences, 2 u!lits of
afid R\(cJY·.M1era (860). . · ··
• · there are no ·teashes on· pets. Do not fall .asleeP-in any. ·so be sur~to· consume more than -your. usualtntake of free electlves, and 4 un1ts of
· P.blic:- siid · 'three : o! the 39 · position rcsembliitj~a tai,-·iite llydtani or Utter box.. : ·salt. 'ThiJ is 'best' 'lccomplished. by doubUna the . rcstricte~ . electives drawn from
discrep~iltiallOfs Ni'Ultecl from a • tcsultina· stains are motencmbarrassinl than. ''ri"'· '·amountofsaltat~und·theriliriatit.. glass)'o_.carry. . either English, social studies,
dilfer~~Jn the number. of ballots. around t:he collar.';
. .· · . . · _
. .._ _ A '~Jna1~word ot. cauli~ comes from a former UNM langu!lles, ma~h or the· fine arts.•
in box¥S"'tompared to the nlUilber . One primary funCtion of fiesta is for r~ student .. 's~':"fcnt ~\I·_Fiestllt -expert, .John .ttueker: .''Always . _·· "We are .b.e•~g more demandmg
of sigti'lifut~of vo!er~ wh~ voted at population to get its yearly suntan: .It .sh~uld 1;e notecl thank t'JI(•~ bef~re ~oinJ. he>~e with abcaubful b!~ncle th~n we were 10 . the fall of '76, ''
a box. ·'J!h:e remainang36 d1sttepan· that cheap wine· is not ••lood 'Sllbstd9te ·for suntan ~ for • late. evenana's ~entcrtmnm~nt. One ·unfortunate · saad. Robert Weaver, Dean .. of
des resulted from ballots that· had lotion. It becomes very sticky and draws ttles. Besides, · student awoke one·:· morning . to have a Ger~an Admissi~ns .and Records •• ~•what ·
.ttot been stamped by the the campus police won't buy the excuse that Cop• shepherdfollowhimaroundlovinglyfortwoweeks."· · .•
ccontino~danliitei2J
pollworkcrs.
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.Birth ·Patrol
Polices
Chastity
.
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GOLD
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. By R11th s. lntress
Incongruously •tired in faded
Levis and black patent leather
shoes, the outgoing ASUNM
President Dam.on Tobias said his
most significant achievement in his
·year as president has "been to le;tve
ASUNM much more financially
soQnd than it h115 been in past
years."
·
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· But Sam Clark, a member of the
·. Executive Committee of Zero
Population
Growth
in
• . ·~assachusetts, .labeled the action
• · "lu4icr~us."
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Meanwhile, birth. control advocate William Baird said he would
. · enter the Big L today with a car• .. dboard display of birth control
•
devices and challenge police to
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Exclusively by Appointment
'

~·.

877-5855

'

926 Isl~ta Boulevard SW

time fur everybody eui4t=l
.to start pJaying catch-up.
Again.
THE NEW YAMAHA RECEIVERS
ARE NOW AT THE HI-FI HOUSE.
REAL LIFE RATED®.

While traditional laboratory measurements
provide a good relative indication of receiver performance, they simply
don't tell you how a receiver will sound in your living room in actual operation. .
.

·- -

........ ..........

o••

··---

..
-~
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l

Baird spent three, months in jail
10 years ago for showing a display
of birth
control
to University.
a crowd of
2,000
persons
at pills
Boston

Other features in some of the receivers include:
~ '9Sdb slgnalfnorse ratio.

• Component·by•Component txcellerice
~ Built-in MoVing Coil. Head AmP

·lnputiRecOutputfPre Out· ~lectors..

''I promise if they do arrest me
that I will sue the police department
and ev~ry public official connected
with this for all they are worth," he
said.

~

Fast Mise·. Slow Decay Power Meters,

• Multi-Funotion SllinOI QUality Meter.

. ~ Optimum. Tuning SYStem.

.. htiilt~tn EqwUizer.

COME IN NOW AND COMPARE
YAMADA'S MUCH LOWE~ PRICES
AND DIGHER SPECS AT
ALBUQUERQUE'S FIRST
YAMADA DEALER

7
l'

rr

Spa.ce: Solar Plant Possible
...
COC,O~··BEACH, Fla.-A mammoth solar power plant satellite

After signing the rules, design~d
to enforce a provision of the
Rehabilitation Act on 1973,
Califano said in a statement that
. the action marked the start of "a
new era of civjl rights in America"

Pigeons ··Rush Blood Samples
•

I.
1_1

PLYMOUTH> England-Plymouth's Devonport Hospital next
week will try using racing pigeons to rush blood samples to its district
laboratories for urgent tests.
.Regional health officer Hilary Sanders said .a car takes 10 minutes
to make the hyo-mile trip and a pigeon can do it in half the time.
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_del!artrnent stores

by G. B. Trudeau
Holt, Rinehart & Winston.
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student complaints, wa&, finally
approved by both the faculty and
the Regents. The SSOC is an impartial group of faculty, students
and community members.
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The Ne~ Mexico Daily·. Lobo is published
Monday through FridaY every_ regular week

See You at the "SWING"

University !"ear and weekly dtiring_the

summer session by the Board or Student
Publications of the Uitlversity of New Mexit::o,
and is not iina.ndmtly associated With UNM.
Second cl&9s postage paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexico 871"31. Subscription tate is

Snack Bar
Garne Roon•

50° OFF
With Coupon

$10.00 ror lhp academic year.

The opinions expressed on 'the editOrial ·
·pages of The Daily Lob() nre those b( the

HIGHlAND SWING

author-solely_, Ut'lsigned opjnlon is that.. of the
edilorlol boord ot The bally l.obo. Nothin~
printed in 'rhc Daily 14obo ncccssnrlfy
represents the-views ()fthe Univtrsit.y or New
'M"~Vlr<l"' .
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Miniature Golf Course ·
312 Adams Street, SE 255·9992.
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Subway · Station, a cof- '"'
feehouse in the SUB basement, S
opened in early February to an .. g'
enthusiastic crowd. The subway '";x;.
station is funded by the ASUNM 'tJ
fopular Entertainment Committee. ~
-For the first time in recent ~
ASUNM history, · the . budget was
totally prepared two weeks early.
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Direct from
The GreatWall
of China.
The

$1,95 at book and
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AN ESPECIALLY TRICKY PEOPLE

I .

Senate meeting. A Chi.cano student
orglUiization, Project Consejo, l!eld
a sit-in in hopes of forcing the
Senate to give it more money. After
several tables were 'thrown across
the room, the Senate adjourned
while Campus police waited outside
in case oftrouble.
-A $20,000 deficit in the
Speaker's and Film committees'
budgets was discovered in late
August. In October the deficit
problem was solved by borrowing
mpney from ASUNM accounts.
-In November the Senate passed
a monumental bill, the Censure
Act, which outlined guidelines for
throwing a senator out" of office if
they miss more than three meetings.
The Censure Act has not yet been
used.
-The establishment of the
Student Standards and Grievance
which hears
Committee,

I·
I

and "fundamental changes in many hospitals and other, institutions,
and require for one thing that 3\l
facts of American life."
Issuance of the rules followed new b~ildings of this ~ype be readily
de111onstrlltions by the handicapped . accessible to the handicapped.
in Washington and elsewhere
HEW estimated it will cost about
around the country demanding that $2.4 ~illion to carry .out the
the 1973 law be implemented. In regulations but that . !ncreased
San Francisco Thursday several employment opportumt1es and
dozen demonstrators who have services for the handicapped will
occupied a federal office building return about $2.1 billion to society.
for 23 days cheered and sang when ' T~ese are some of the main
.they heard 'the news.
reqmrements:
_
-Programs or activities in
The rules, which
take effect existing facilities must be made
June 1, apply to schools, colleges, accessible to handicapped individuals within 60 days and, if no
other alternatives are available,
structural changes must be made
- within three years.
-Employers may not refuse to
hire handicapped persons if
reasonable accommodations can be
made for them and if the handicap
does 'not impair the' ability of either
the job applicant or the employer.
-Employers may not require
pre-employment physical examinations and may not make
pre-employment inquiries about
whether a person is handicapped.

It's here! The latest hilarious collection of slings
and arrows from Garry TrudeauThe Pulitzer Prize-winning cartoonist whose net~
tling political obserVations have made hirn a household narne across the country. And, often, a sensitive
topic in Washington.
Now Trudeau moves still farther afield-following
Uncle Duke to China. Where, as America's new envoy, he meets a catatohically smiling Chairman Mao
and the kind of adventures you'd expect With "an es·
pecially tricky people."

8y Ruth S. Intfess
After April's ASUNM election
,fiasco many students may be
wondering ·what else student
government has done this past year.
Below is a summary of some of the
more noteable ASUNM activities
during ~he year both in the Senate
and the Executive branch of student
government.
..-The Senate .kicked off the year
w•th a weekend workshop at Sen.
David Rupp's house in Cloudcroft,
While there, the senators outlined
their goals for the year, and partied.
~Oct. l was the first heated

1I

'

CJJoortesbury:

..: n , '

I

'

WASHINGTON (UPI)-HEW
S,ecretai'y
Joseph
Califano
. Thursday. issued long-awaited
regulations
forbidding
discrimin~tion against 35 million
deaf, blind and otherwise han. dicapped . Americans in federally
sUpported programs.

I

I

could b~ ass.embled in space to beam energy back to Earth by the start
of the 21st century, an aerospace engineer told the 14th Space
Congress Wednesday. ·
·
Dr. Roger Johnson said the satellite could collect energy from the
sun and trans~it it to receiving antennas on earth by microwave at a
price competitive with other energy sources,

' '

~tudent.s."

I

Committee ·Outlines
Campil_s Bike Routes

I

~·andic;:ap
.. B·ias B_ann~d
.

,new

Yamaha's new borne listening evaluation is called Noise Distortion Clear·
anee Ran1e (NDCR), No other manufacturer specifies anything like it,
because no other manufacturer can measure up to it,
·
tach receiver reduces total harmonic interrnodulation distortion to a
new absolute low· .051)'•• 20 to 20K into 8 ohms.

I'

....

The U.S. Supreme Court later
overturned the conviction.

.
Beauty Salon
The Masters of Innovation

i,

~~

.

''

Next year, he said he will
probably not be very active in
ASUNM because he· hopes to·
"rc:join the ranks of the studious

U.llik"::

Tobias first became active in·
ASUNM in 1974 when he was an
ASUNM Senator, He later served
as vice president in 1975-1976. His
presidency will end two days after
the 1977 election results are cer•
Tobias said the financial securitY tified by the Student Court.
that ASUNM h:as now acquired is
·
due to new legislation that was
passed this year in the senate on
Tobias' recommendation. An
example of this legislation is the bill
that was passed in the fall semester
that allows for a salaried ASUNM
trei!Surer to keep all ASUNM
accounts up-to-date.
·
By Ruth S. Intress
number of bikers on camp11s, but
The UNM subcommittee on we need to devise a system for
"'~he stride~ we have ~ade in parking introduced in an open safety of both the cyclists and the
makmg ASUNM accounts clearer forum Thursday a proposal that pedestrians."
an~ . therefore able to be. more . · would establish ·bicycle ·routes on
The cyclists at the meeting also
effi~Iently . handled, ar_e n~t as campus. ·
·
told the subcommittee that more
noticeable now as they will be m the
The parking subcommittee, centrally-located bike racks were
INTERNATIONAL
future," he.said. ·
· which was formed by the UNM needed, and said if these racks
t::HARTER FLIGHTS
Campus 'Planning Committee, · could be guarded during peak hours
(over'7.000).
The $21,000 deficit, which oc- _ requested student input at the of the day (8 a.m. to 4 p.m.) it
Long Distanee
curred last fall in the ASUNM meeting to help inform the sub- would help insure against bicycle
Rides
Speakers and Film Committees, committee of the present problems thefts.
helped ASUNM learn. where the bikers have in riding on the camDrivers
File Free
Subcommittee member Joe
holes in o'ur accounting system pus.
McKinney said an organization of
Vortex Theatre
were, he said. Tobias said that
The majority of the ap- cyclists like the one that existed
Events and
student government's credibility proximately _IS cyclists present at several years ago but was dissolved
Information
was strengthened since ASUNM
the meeting, agreed that specified after the formation of city bike
lntereontinentai
.was able to take care of the deficit bike paths were needed to protect routes is needed at UNM. Such an
TRAVEL (;ENTRE
problem without the help of the both pedestrians and cyclists.
organization would. help the
administration" He said one of the
The subcommittee members Planning Committee further un107 Girard Blvd. S.E.
causes of the deficit was that both
They said that although du.e:rs:t:an:d:·:th:e~b=ic:y~cl:in:g~p:r~o:b:le:m~._ __::::::2=5~5·=68~30=~2~65~-9~86=0=~~:::::::::::_
the Film ·and the Speakers Com-· agreed.
pedestrians have the. right-of-Way, _
mittees had several chairpersons .
during a short period of· time. many
timesorit especially
is difficulta for
pedestrian.
. han-a · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
Because of this, the chairpersons
o·
had to run programs they had not dicappedstudenttoavoidacyclist's
path.
·
designed, and this resulted in
financial problems, 'he said.
Se~~~'! ~~J·c~~~!~rp~~i!~r~~:: ·
American pre-meds now have an exciting new way to de"The ~dea for ~~cifyi~(b,ik,i pat~}~ , ·• '!~'?P their car~er~:-. a un~que biomedical graduate program
I
.
.:robhis··· ;sa'id : tb"at ::Student is to msure the proteiitlbn -of t~e _ · ·whJCh combines. ~
pedestrians
.on"cnr:
;.·1s;
but
also
to
·a
one-year,
36-credit
course
at
major
New York colleges which
goVernment is more powerful and
keep
the
campus-accessible
to the
leads to a M.S. degree in medical biology or bacteriology and
better organized at UNM than at
·
many other campuses he has looked approximately 500 daily -bikers at · health sciences, with
into. "This University is very U. NM."
- f h
.
preparation fo.r admission beyond the first year to an Italian
accepting of student and faculty
Among the .areas 0 t . e ca~pus
medical School Also veterinary medical school.
·
participation in the administration. that would be closed to bikerSifthe
Students are treated more like Planning . Committee accepts the
INS11TUTE· OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
Me, too. And I don't
adults here than at most other subcommittee's proposal, would be
intend
to miss a single
between:
Chartered
by
the
Regents
of
the
Universlly
of
the
State
of
New
York
universities I have had contact with.
-Woodward Hall and the
3E. 54 St., NewYork10022 • (212)832-2089
day on the beach.
"I· think student gov_ernment
That's my number
HumanitiesBuilding
•••••••••••••••••••
·: carries more legitimacy with the -Ortega
Hall and the bookstore
one reason for choosing
.administration than at times it does -The duck pond and Zimmerman
Tampax
tampons when
with the students. It is this way not Library.
Writers
Conference
I'm having my menstru·
by its own fault, but because
One ramp at the College of
University
of
Colorado
at
Boulder
student government has never made Education would be open for
al period.
a concerted effort to show the cyclists, the- other would be for
They're worn inter· .
June 19·29
students what ASUNM does."
pedestrians and wheelc~airs only.
nally. So there's nothing
Work for 10 days with writers of outstanding reputat!on
John Carney, chairman of the
to get in your way. And
including Alan Dugan, Jon Baumbach, Clarence ~~1or,
The ·largest problem student subcommittee, said, "We are not in
William
Phillips,
Joanne
Kyger,
Ronald
Sukenick,
W~lham
·nothing
to show or feel
government has is a lack of con- any way trying to diminish the
Stafford, Ed .Darn, William Matthews, Robert Peters, S1dney
bulky. Even in a bikini.
tinuity, he said.· "In one. year's
Goldfarb Reg Saner and Maureen Howard.
,
Sun .. .fun... and
time, there is an 80 per cent tur~
Conference house communal setting .encour.ages m·
nover rate in ASUNM government.
Tampax tampons. A
COPIES
formal association. with resident writers who Will teach
That includes many committees
combination that really
. poetry, fiction, translation, editing.
.
. ;
where' people stay on for several
Open to writers at all levels. Manuscnpt submiSSIOn not
works.
years. That kind of turnover rate
necessary. Two hours of_ credit In English OJ?tional. ,
The lnlernal prolecllon more women lrust
outrules any att~mpts to turn. an
Fee is $150. Deadhne: May 20. Housmg fee (mcludes
organization into somethmg
meals) varies depending on type of room andn~mber of oe·
professional."
cupants. Housing deposit of $25 due MaY 20 to msure reser·
tamponJ
vation.
•
·
MAO£ ONLY BYTAMPAK INCORPORAt[O, PALMtR, MASS.
Tobias, who is a senior in the
• ··POSTAL!!>
...... ~..,....,.. ......~......~~~·rl
department of psychology, plans to
~..-....;.e ........ ,.. ....... ....,. .......... ....... , . . .........,.~..,.~~ ...... ~.,.-·...............
graduate in either December 1977
or May 1978. After that he hopes to
PRESS
go to law schOol to study business
\
. •
1
law at either Stanford University in
2818
Central
S.E.
California or the University of
265-34~5.
Vir.ginia.

'

No'f:h. Sea Geyser. Still Gushing

.t!l~mr::mi!t

Past 'ASUNM. Activities Noted
I
Tobias 'Leaves ·Post

.I

Phoi;y Fqod
. Stamps· Nabbed

llllli

Cites. Achievements
. c

~~-}1-~

.. ·. BEVERLY,_Mass. (UPI)-Citing
.. :: . , By United Press International
. a· century -old state ·~ch~tity" law,
· .authorities. have · cbarge4 branch ·
·: ·stores of two major giscounl'.dr\lg
.: ... ,' '• .. • :'
. '·
'
'' '
... chains with . displaying' condoms
!'nd selling them )\'lthout
. · ATL~NTA'-Secret Service agents have seized more th;m $~00,000
· :prescriptions.
Jn bo!J~.s. f'?o~ sh1~ps and made tl!ree arrests in an effort to sm~b a· .
· · ·· · Representative~ of the -Cons~mer ·. massJVeCO\IIlter!e•t food stamp ring, it was announced Wednesday ..
· ·A Sesret ~emce spokesman said the seizure more than doubled the
. .Value store and the Big L Discount'
amo\lllt of co\lllterfeit food stamps confiscated nationwide in 1976.
· · store in the ·wealthy nox:th shore
suburban community of Beverly
,•
were ordered to appear in district
'
· ~ourt Friday to answer the char~es.
. The stores were cited Wednesday
' ''
. ·:
. with violating Massachusetts'
· crimes against the chastity law; ·
STAVANGER, Nor.way-American troubleshoott:rs failed in three
""•.. a~~oona.~.. ,,,,.,_ £4,'"'''"'"'' · : .enacted. in 1879. The law liars· the
attempts Thprsday. to choke off a gushing geyser of oil in .the North
....,..:, n ,..,..... - · ...,.....,
.·display or .sale of · birth · control
Sea because .a ·cutoff . valve was installed upside down. Texas
devices without prescriptions, : ·
firefigh:ter Paul "Red" Adl!ir .flew to Norway .to take charge personally. ·· · ·
_A ilpokesm~n at his office said that Adair decided to go to Norway ·
·.
h1mself
.t~ ,gu1de the team after the costly mistake Thursday which
•
·displayed," Essex County Speeial
spokesmen
~onceded was a major setback.
,
• . Assistant .District Att.orney Paul
Cunney said.
·
·

M.EXIOO

''

~

. . · You a,re cordially invited to attend the ·

I
I
\

I
I

·craftfair

GRAND OPENING

CRAFT f l\ \\\

r.

.l

This Saturday and Sunday
9 am - 5 pm 105 Stanford SE
Cra~ in Many Media .
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P. ersp ect1v e _,_. _,_,_. . _ . . .
Attempt at Cuteness. Pathetic

>

Ever seen a cigar explode in someone's face?
In January, the state began to file suits against former UNM students
who had defaulted on state student loans. The students were notified that.
loans they had used to finance their college education were overdue and
court action might have to be taken to recover the loan.
THE LOANS ARE insured by the federal government, That is, if state
efforts to collect on the loans do not produce within 120 days, the federal
government reimburses the state and takes responsibility for making the
borrower pay.
New Mexico did not have the authority to collect on the loans until the
late summer of 1976 when the number of defaults increased drastically
and the federal government gave the state the authority to have the New
Mexico attorney general's office attempt to colle'ct the loans,
UNM and assistant Atty. Gen. John Sitko then began what they hoped
,
would be a financially profitable venture.
BUT LONG ABOUT one month into the investigation, attorneys for
those who were being sued for defaulting began to discover that UNM had
not furnished the borrowers with all the information they were entitled to
YOJ~ MA.I~,
under the Federal Reserve Board's Truth in Lending Act-the cigar ex- Offtc~
ploded.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
i' !1111111111111111111111.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111''
Under the Truth in Lending Act, UNM was required to furnish the
student with information about the default cost on delinquent loans, 'say
when the finance c;harge begins to accrue, and use correct terminology in .
describing payment plans ..
BUT SOMEONE, and we're still not sure who, decided that providing
Editor:
all that information involved too much paperwork (even tliough the Depar·
The Nation is dissatisfied with the postcii service greater accuracy and speed in the dispatch and
tment of Health, Education and Welfare provided forms) and Clecided that
and must wonder if there is a solution. Yes, there is a deliveryc of ·maiLto the. address. By using the address
students wouldn't get all that information.
solution, but the Postal Service Director .of the Office code the Postal Service COI!Id reduce operating cost
Now, Silko and administrators involved with the program are scurrying
of Resource!'l Management, Mr. J.M .. Williamson, by 50 per cent .•This reduction in cost could be passed
about trying to find some archaic, clandestine statute that· will take the
stated that the solution offers insufficient im· on to the rriailers'in the fbrm of lower postal rates. Sin·
ce June of 1975, management has beeri aware that an
University off the hook. Each student who did not receive the information
provemeiit to be in the public interest.
address
could be coded. But, as has been pointed out,
required may file a $1000 suit against the program, or the borrowers, in a
The· first step in improved mail service occurred
management
claims that reduced postal rates, greater
class action S\lit, may attempt to recover one per ceot of the entire student
years ago with the coding of the delivery areas
accuracy
and
speed in the dispatch of mail to the ad·
(zones). The second improvement occurred when the
loan program.
dress
is
not
in
the
public interest.
code~was expanded to include the distribution cen·
IN OTHER WORDS, somebody is going to get screwed because
If
the
public
wants
lower postal rates, accuracy and
ters, thus, ZIP Code (Zone Improvement Plan).
someone at UNM decided they were above the law and didn't have to give
speed
in
the
disP.atch
and delivery to the address then
out the information.
Logically, the final step in improved mail service is to
it appears they must write to their ~ongressmen to get
We can feel sympathy for Mr. Sitko who had nothing to do with starting
code the address.
The purpose of the postal code is to increase ac· results.
the problem, but must now attempt to extricate the University from the
Harvey Gordon
curacy and speed in the dispatch and delivery of the
mess someone got them into,
mail to the deliverY areas. An address code. would give
We don't know who the guilty party is, 'but we're trying to find out. In
the meantime, we suggest the person who made the error step forward
and resign.
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·Write Letters· for.,· Fa,st. ·Results

Hammer Kills Fly
By Damon P. Tobias
Professor Rosenfeld's letter in Wednesday's LOBO (''Student Wasted
Space"), as well as the views of Professor Berthold anc;l 21 Faculty
Senators, addresses indictingly the problem of students remaining in a
class until the 12th week of the semester and then opting for a "W" rather
than a C or D, thus effectively closing out of some classes students who
may have a stronger need or desire to take them. Unfair, indeed, but the
new two-week drop period is like killing a fly with a sledge-hammer.
The new ten-school-day drop period contains one totally unjustifiable
burden for the student to bear.' Students and their patents, through ta><
and tuition dollars, pay the salaries of the faculty. They deserve to have
some idea of what they are getting into. Students in a particular class
deserve to know what a professor's expectations are and to have some indication of what criteria are applied to eval4ate their level of performance.
Two weeks, which, in some cases translates into four lor even two) class
meetings, is not sufficient time for the student to adequately assess his
role in the class, in most cases.
If the old 12-week withdrawal-pass/fail period is indeed too long and
open to abuse, with respect to what arguments did the Faculty Senate
reject its own Admissions and Registration Committee's recommendation
to adopt a si><-week drop period?
·
To be perfectly fair, no matter what the length of the drop period, it
should be mandatory that, during' that period, every class be given a
preliminary exam so that students will have some basis for knowing what
is expected of them.

As far as the $10 fee is concerned, this is a graduation fee, not
a diploma fee. The charge is not for
the diploma but for · all other
requirements to . complete the
graduation process. As the college
office submits the students' names
and in turn they are approved by
the faculty and regents of the
University, the students are issued
their diplomas whether or not the
$10 is paid. However, as indicated
in the story, official transcripts are

Editor:
In reference to Neal La Fen's let·
ter of "Love it or Leave it,'' I would
like' to .say that, of course, the rent
has been below market for two
·years. We, as students, have been
earning below market wages for
more than two years. We are living

SEE, 11/AYI FIGURe

JIAVIN6
Yo/JIISElF

17, JOAN. It/lieN YOU
65T170/1/N 70 7116/UIRC,
YOU HAV6 W HAVfi.
A Rl!fAI. eAMe. Pl./IN I

tE6AlLY

CD41M!TlH)?
I

\

moiO<it</ opinion oi tho Daily LOBO
St&ff~

AI other tolumnt, cartoon&

and ~tti!ri represent the Opinion of

the autl10r and do· not necessarily
reft&d the views··of the staff.•
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Lucky's Pizza
All $1.00 Off Coupons
Are Void For The Remainder
Of The Semester·
4513 Central NE 256-9953

in the apartments provided by
UNM · because they have low
prices, provide an academic at.mosphere, and are convenient to
the University.
Single students have the option
of the dorms. Ar.e we, as married
students, to be penalized for being
married? Many of the families are
putting two people through UNM;
it is nice to have another ,student
near to help look after your
children. The conditions are not in·
tolerable, yet is it too much to expect to have our lawns mowed or
the grounds kept clean? ,Ignoring
even the outside appearance, why
should we not expect general main·
· tenance on our apartments when it
is needed?
For those studentS and others
who do not feel we have a genuine
complaint over the amount. of the
increase, please drive or better yet
walk through our comple>< and take
a. close look.
Sincerely,
Shelley J. Bodamer

Asst. News Editor
Daniel S. Crain

Photo Editor
Wend!lll T. Hunt
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10p·loadU'Ig bag on '\he da\u~e.
wraparound frame. Thi5 it; the top•

•

rated backpack by consumer o.nd
baekpack1ng toaga.rl(lcs. Now with

new handy poeket.
Lower compllrtmcrtt hail a eurvtd

Sln;fo lar;e compartment b_ag wtth
proven drawstring closure. Uleh.ll
for grbwln9 foads. P.ael.itl! has
ttu~elarge ouuh:le j]ot:kets for big
Clnitens and fouf·Welther clothing.

double slider t1jlpet, and lhe upper
compartment lets thi! toad cli:pand. The •
!;uno weather flap pr'otecu the coniMIS
Uppe.t S1de pocket5 w•ll holds 2·quart
canteen. Mjlp pocket 15 Io~ated convtn·
ientiV behind heud ~md a far(le- back
pocket holtls fouhvellthl!'rclolhmg,
New full ml!'h back band.
With the internal temiorceme.ntllll the
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Now Buying
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I

Wra~round fr•me ha_s Internal
n~lnforclng lnSI!ft tn the area

Take That, LaFonl

'

Complete
Mexican Dinners
Call Ahead For Carry Out Service
1415' Central Ave. NE ·
242...0921
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withheld if the graduation fee is not
paid.
Mr. Coston is currently enrolled
for the Spring, 1977 semester in
non-degree status, where all
students are required to transfer
upon completion of their un·
dergraduate degree if they are not
officially admitted to the Graduate
School.
Fred M. Chreist Jr.
Registrat

i\

11

strongest wraparound frame. fee a:~te

Available 1n Std. & XL. Lightweight
two-ply nylon odord.

foclp~

and new double Wide tJI!"dOWO
patches complete 1hl$ outu.andtng

funet•oniil dts1gn.

AVl!tl,ble in same site, c()lor :and f.1br1c as PacZt_p.
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by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

• Unsigned edltOfiwll reptetent •

..
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Editor:
I read with interest an article in
the April 26 LOBO ,by Ruth S. In·
tress concerning a diploma given to
MrMGeorge M. Coston. Mr. Coston
is correct in assuming that he
received his diploma without sen·
ding in his $10 graduation fee.
However there are other aspects of
the story that 'I think need to be
clarified.
In particular, forms are sent to
the student by the Records Office
to be completed and returned. We
cannot enforce the ·return of the
forms or payment of the $10 fee.
Since Mr. Coston did not return the
forms, we had to use his name as
we had it on file to order his
diploma. His name was submitted
along with other graduating seniors
for the fall, 1976, sent by the
Bachelor of University Studies
program, which in turn attested to
the fact that he had completed his
requirements.

Rose.nfeld Example
Of Third Rate.-ism

"study" of individual territoriality ..
Editor:
This University will be im· He did it anyway and almost wound
plementing a new policy designed up in a court of law.
I'm not certain about the legal
to shorten the time period students
technicalities
involved concerning
now have to drop or add a class. If
an
invasion
of
privacy suit, but if I
someone feels that he must defend
were
the
student
whom Rosenfeld
this policy-well fine, but 'to print,
in
his
comment
to the
abused
on an editorial page, a student's
LOBO,
1'
would
sure
find
out.
name and grades as an example of
Richard Smith
why this policy· is- desirable strikes
me as an irresponsible and
ridiculous
display
of
self· r
.
·
§
righteousness.
,
J
r
Professor Rosenfeld stated (2-27- §
·
·
J
77) that this student presents a § ·Happ)" Graduation ~
"good example" of why this new r
~«JS ancl Damian.
J
policy is justifiable. As far as I can J ~lav all vour ··dreams ~
tell, Professor Rosenfeld presents a §coti'tc true: All the hap~·
good example of why some people § pincss .and 'success for \
feel UNM is a "third-ratf!" unlver- \ the future years. Love,
sity •. This is the same Professor t 'Lisa and Liz. .
:r .
Rosenfeld who ·chose to ignore th,e J
1
advice of a member of the Human · §
§
Subjects Committee in executing §
,
§
an incompetent and harmful '
.
·
J

Mystery Free Degree
Clarified·
.

'

..

·~·

AcAPULco
AURANT

M f1..FASE ro CN.L rcR m.,. ,. .,._,.

,ou tMY PICK UP
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By Tim Gallagher
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Editor:
And then there are the times crash and elevating the li11es of sea ~
.It is a truism that a prophet is without honor'in his own community, But · As news bureau manager for 'the when the LOI30 tries to get cute. gulls over those of the human
there is CO'!iliderable difference between having little honor and being un· ' UNM public information office I of· As much as I find myself defending b,eings killed in that crash is a cr
der ;~ttack by vicious know-nothings who seek only to sound clever at the ten encounter faculty and ad· the paper it bothers me when it pathetic attempt at cuteness.
P
expense of another person.
·
ministr<~tors who complain loudly
tries to get cute.
No intelligent reader of Wednesday's letters to the Editor (LOBO, May about the LOBO. More often tha.n
C'mon, folks, you ain't the Lam·
27, 1977) could fail to be unimpressed, if not incensed, by the blatant not I find myself defending the conI am referring specifically to the. poon and you ain't the Enquirer. I ~
character assassination attempted on Professor Jack Kolbert. Free speech cept of the LOBO because, while 1 April 26 issue, Page 2 headline, hope.
must always· be defended, but freedom to sling mud is totally immoral in mflY not agree with every editorial "Private Plane Slaughters Gulls."
human terms, and all the mor~ ironic in the case of Professor Kolbert. It is st11nd or story, I do strongly believe.
Four people died in that plane
JimArnholz
r;~re in th~ history of public life that one sees the combination of visionary in what the L0,!30 does. And what
·
it does is teach.
humanist and hard-hea!led administrator.
· .:lack Kolbert is such a person, and it is perhaps his uniqueness which is
I am. of the opinion that it is a
threatening to the average person and which elicits the kind of hostility rough way to learn because, as you
and personal vindictiveness that was displayed in Wednesday's letters. probably know by now, if you make
Criticism, yes. But next time, gentlemen, please get your faqts straight, . a mistake 20,000 experts on the
.
•
.
Alice.Kisch press are ready to point it out,
(EDITOR'S NOTE; The LOBO received another letter, which we could especially those experts who
not run because of space limitations, which also praised Kolbert. 1t was wouldn't know a pica pole from a
signed "A Student-who got ll B.")
baseball bat. I am familiar with this
process through my own exMexican F9od-Specializing In Burritos
perience as news editor of the
Open 7 Days
LOBO (this, was shortly before the
Spanish-American war and you
am -8pm
probably have no recollection of it).

Cigar Explodes
~
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~

Kolbert o·efended
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O:J1Ck, front·lo.adti'lg full·tJpJ](lr bag

on a deluJo:e wraparound frame
wuh new h:andv pocket.
1.lmque mtcrnal shelf keeps wetght
h1gh i:ifld dMe m the b<Kk- WeatliElt
lfllp protecll ztppt!t hom ram and dost.
S1x farge ootstda- pockets, map pol!ket,
ttc·dowrr patches, tW ;~xe loop, plus four

addttiOnill tll!·dOWTliOop~ and 40•111Ch
straps rat loid corn~resS•Otl Ttm iS ;a
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be
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locked 10

prote~::l
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SusaQ P.-.tricl(

Angry dorm students protested against the food in the.La
Posada dining area (above) by staging a strike of sorts in
September. UNM students rallied for a candidate .named
Nobody on the Nf,all (below). Albuquerque hosted the In· ·
ternational Balloon Fiesta in October (below lett). And
~tudents got the shaft as there was not enough money left
over after SUB renovations to put an elevator in the shaft
(above left).
·

..
It seems that every year
there Is at least one con·
troversy at UNM concerning
a teacher being tired and
this year was no exception.
Dr. Susan Patrick (above), a
professor of musicology,
was the center of a storm
that erupted In the music
department. Dr. Patrick· was
.not rehired as a result ot
non-excellent words used in
evaluating her performance
as a teacher. But in April, '
music department chairman
UNM weathered an "fEW investigation,
William Rhoads succumbed less·than·expected funding from the state
to the wishes of music legislatu~f!· a student government election
faculty and students and
called a "sham" by many, and a couple of
gave Patrick a one·year con·
major resignations in the academic year
ditional contract.

.THA . T WAS
.THE YEAR
THA.T WAS
..

~LD

In November, a group of
radical students were
arrested after spraying UNM
building walls (center) with
misspelled
revolutionary
slogans-shades of Chi.le.

•

Although then·presidenti·
· al candidate Jimmy Carter
(above) did not visit the UNM
campus, he spoke to an.en·
th'usiastic crowd at the
Albuquerque Civic Plaza on
a warm Friday afternoon in
1976·77. To say the least, it was an in· October. Four weeks later he
became America's 39th
teresting year.
president.
In this, the LOBO's final issue of the
semester, we take a pictorial look at some
of the. people and events that shaped
UNM's 87th year of exist-ence.
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Offer Yon A Taste
Of The Old West
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more money For Your Books

we:.w~~~~·

enjoy the Garden Patio
at ·

Appuha01y's

in a· variety of techniques including ~-harness loom
weaving·
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Sunday Brunch 11-2

lipe in Old Town.

,

offering

. (by reservation only)

308 S

•

>

. Lunch Tues-Sat.11-2
Gourmet Dinners Fri & Sat 7-9

.
I

For Information
call242-5500

'

2107 Church St., NW
Mon.:sat. 10-5:30

~

·NOW!!

•

~~~~-:-.,.,...-,

)
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Even If you dlc;Jn't b.uy them ftom. us- you can sell
them ALL back at the

I

Fibercraft materials and sucJtJIIt:~s

----'-"*

)

WEAVING CLASSES

VILLAG:

':-·
1:>·

~._,

otherwise woven together)

for

842·9195

TURN YOUR OLD BOOKS
INTO CASH

(a shop of, warp, weave, woof, yarns, tools and th{ngs

--

-

. . .-THE.RE'S A.,
N.EW BOOKSTORE. IN TOWN
·~

·~

'"-"i. -

I

'

· Costumes T6
At Over Clothes

Inquire About
Our Group Rates

Photos Ready
In Minutes

STUDE~T

We Do Gangs'ter and
Civil War Shots Too

BOOKSTORE

2122 Centro! Ave., SE
Open may 4,5,6 10o'!l-5pm
.
Also Finals Week moy 9-13 l0om-5pm

323 Romero St.
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Sp·ring '77
Students had to dodge traffic on Central (above)
throughout the year, but th.e problem. climaxed in March
when a woman was hit by a city bus. Vandals plagued UNM
police all year long a11d even• hit Scholes Hall, the ad·
ministration building, in February (below). Bernalillo County
Medical Center (below left) became a topic of controversy
as UNM sought to take it over from the county. Un·
successful ASUNM presidetJtial candidate· P.M: Duffey·
lngras~/;J passed around petitions tryitJg to have the spring
election invalidated after several.alleged election violations
(above left).

...

'·'

Alex Mercure

\_•.,
•.;

,,

HP Spring
Added Value Days
. .

April1 Thru May 31
•

Please ··come and visit the Hewlett·Packar.d
Calculator Mobile Lab Holmans ~arking l_ot.sat. 9. 4.

.

HEWLETT

=

t:fl PACKARD
'1. ~

Factory Representatives Will Be Present

·

.·

An exciti~g added value when you buy a Hewlett-Packard
==
calculator now.*
During Spring Addeo Value days, Hewlett·
Packard is adding a free reserve power pack·a
s2o value-with the purcMse of every HP-21, HP·
22, HP-25, HP25C and HP·27. It's the best way
we know to remind yolJ of the added value you
always receive when you buy an HP calculator·
like free application books, uncomprising
quality, efflqient APN logic system, and e><·
ceptional serv1ce. Each HP instrument is
designed to be the·
of Its kind in the
world.
0

LOBO readers grew accustomed to· these
faces throughout the year.
In clockwise order beginning with the top
left:
· ·
Form~r vlce·president for regional and
community affairs Alex Mercure left UNM in
January for a job in the Carter Ad· ·
ministration under Agriculture Secretary
Bob Bergland.
Education Prof. Keith Auger was the cen·
tral figure in the HEW controversy. A male
Chicano student claimed that he was being
discriminated against in a class that was
headed by Auger. HEW demanded the
grades given by Auger in that class, as well
.. . . .. , as his grades for the last three years. After .
.• an early refusal, UNM Preside1~t William E.
. ~ Davis said he would turn over the grades if
· , HEW insisted. Thus far they have not.
· ~; i
An era of UNM history will end when
· 1
Provost Chester Travelstead retires on June .
i 30. Travelstead has been at UNM since the

\

265~7981
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Marvin "Swede" Johnson.

PENING·

Saturday, April ao

,.,

'

/·

Sandals·
Sandals
Sandals
From sggs
to sasoo
.

Join Us At Our
Gala Celebration

'.
2

-
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REGISTER FREE
Mike Cancelosi

Clinton Adams

Peace Corps * Vista Are Coming
Senior-Grads...
~~
Sign Up Now For
Your Interview!

KE 100 A6
The new 1977 model that
• Kawasaki
outperforms any 750!
• Helmets
PWS 12 OTHER
• Bungie Cords
'77 MODELS.
no purchase necessary
You want a bike that's
Drawing May 14
tough, a bi)<e that will
hahdle the roughest oft·
road riding you can give it.
Strong, sure-footed. And
smooth. Because you need ·
practical transportation in
town, as well.
Come in for a test
ride today...

Placement Office
Mesa Vista Hall &
Law School Bldg.

ln.fo Booth:
Moshe Dayan

Student Union- Lobb

FREE

LAW SCHOOL INTERVIEWS

~mJkil~tJII
(jj(Jfl

Also available at the ·

5307 Menaul NE • 323 Romero NW

'

ForA

Large Bare
1 rap Select•on

Open Mon." Fri., 8:00·5:30
Sat., 8:30·4:30

UN M Bookstore

''
' ~

-.<3RAN

This Spring anything goes, espadrills in a
wide selection of colors in fabric leathers.

401 Wyoming Blvd; NE

~·

mid·SOs.
Marvin "Swede" Johnson was coaxed in·
to coming to UNM after a long tenure at
Arizona. He has replaced Mercure and thus
far shown himself to be a student's man.Associate Provost and Dean of Faculties
Clinton Adams resigned April 11, but said
he would like to remain on as head of the
Tamarind Institute.
BCMC Director Mike Cancelosi also
resigned as his unpopularity among some
workers grew.
Former Israeli Defense Minister Moshe
Dayan spoke at UNM as one of the
Speakers Committee's guests•
Washington lawyer Stewart Udall warned
UNM students of the energy crisis months
before President Carter's doomsday
message.
McAllister Hull from the State University
of New York at Buffalo was named to
replace Travelstead as provost.

::

scientific programmable calculator in
the new compact
size. 72 built-in fun·
c t i· 'o n s
an d
operations. Keystr·
oke programmabil·
lty. Full editing.
capability. ~ ad·
dressable memories. Branching and
conditional
test
capability
Also
HP25C with co'n·.
tlnuous memory.

(HOLMAN'S, tNcj

~~

FACES IN. ·rHE CROWD

Hewle~-~;~kard's

*Free reserve power packs. ·

§S

'< >

'
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Keith Auger

•

'

1 \
' ~ ·j

Counselors are available daily at the

UNIVERSITY OF SAN FERNANDO VALLEY

lhe tough,dependabto KE
100.1t's rug (led Brld agile on

the rail. IIi town you'll
appreciate that smooth ride

and great Mndllng.

COllEGE OF LAW

to offer guidance and career· planning
Call or write USFV, 8353 SepulvedllBlvd.
Sepulveda; California 91343. TeL 213·894-5711

The College of Law .offers a. full·time 3 year day program as well as part-time
day and evening programs. The schoo~ is f~lly accredited by the Committee of
Bar Examiners of the State Bar of Cahforma.

We Sell
Chain saws
Too

McCULLGCH

·we I(~ IVkt r~ ~'l.t/c •

Zia Kawasaki
1009 Juan Tabo; N.E.
Albuquetque. New Mexico 87112
293"5364

)
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A&S Dean· Proc1a1ms

United Campus Ministry
5:30p.m. Sundays: Meal and Talk-it-Over.
12:30 p.m. Thursdays: Soup 'N Scripture
6:30p.m. Fridays: Singing Group
7:30p.m. Fridays: Games an.d Sharing
,
Pcrso!Jal Counseling Always Available

·
.
t

t· .

At1l•~ Uuitcd Miuistries Ccntc•
1801 Las I"'IJPas N.J.!.., 247-0497
I'ositive,Jouftll, tlll~l Gluisticm

·Bas
·your
living
spa~e

lost
its

luster!
College Inn is

Th~

the best place for
some people to
live. If UNM is in
your plans this
fall, drop by and
check lis out.
• carpeting
• excellent food
• air conditioning
• heated swimming pool
• remodeled .

303 Ash St. NE

243-2881
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By Steve Nolan
Utah or Texas,
The average UNM Arts and .
The . survey results are inSciences stu\lent does not. spend
conclusive,
though, s~id Wollman,
enough ·time studying and is
receiving an inferior education, said
Nataniel Wollman, dean of ·the
college of Arts anCl Sciences. .
'··"
A survey conducted this semester
of 174 students enrolled in freshman Arts and S,ciences classes
shows that these students study 1.16
hours per week for each credit b()ur
attempted. Ninety per cent of those
students had a gradepoint average
of
or better.
'
Wollman said he believes an Arts
and Sciences student should spend
at least two hours weekly studying
for each credit hour attempted to
earn a grade Clf "C". He said that
this figure equates the time a
studenf spends studying with a full
course load to a 40 to ~0 hour work
week.

But he hopes that more . studies
co111paring. UNM anc.t comparable
institutions will confirm his conclusions.

z.o

Wollman said that t~o previo.us
surveys conducted during the last
four years had similar results to the
latest survey. One survey completed
two years ago polled 450 'students
enrolled in Arts and Sciences.
Wollman said he believes that
instructors lower their standards
for students .who are not prepared
for university level work. He also
said that he thinks instructors
believe that if their department has
a high flunk-out rate then it will
lose university funds.

.
By Susan Walton
With the changeover of .A.SUNM presidents, almost all positions and
committees 31'e open for new appointments.
Tom Williams, the unofficial ASUNM presid!lnt-elect, said he will begin
. making appointments to several committees and .positions in student
government as soCin as possible. ·
Williams said there was a wide variety of committees and positions in
student government and that he wanted inany people to apply for the
openings.
·
"A group or organization or government is only as good'as the people
who make it up," Williams said. "Students deserve the student govern!Jient they getY
The president-elect sidd he wants to fill the following committees or ·
· positions as soon as possible so that the committees may begin working
during the summer:
Cultural Committee; Elections Commission; Film Committee;
Homecoming or Rally Committee; Lobby Committee; Popular Entertainment Committee, the Office of Research and Consumer Affairs,
Speakers. Comlilittee, Student Court, attorney general; treasurer and
Student Community Relations.
Committee openings are for chairpersons and members.
Applications may be obtained from the student government office,
room 242 of the Student Union Building, and should be returned to the
same office.
··
Other committees which need to be filled· are: Budget Inquiry Board,
Cooperative Bookstore Study Committee; Fjesta Committee, Intramural
and Recreation Board. Legislative Counsel, International Affairs, New
Mexico Union Board, ~adio Board, Student Standards and Grievance,
Metrot>olitan Youth Task Force Representative, Recruitment Committee,
Teacher'Evaluation Committee, Health <;:enter Student Advisory Board,
Voter Registration Committee,.and the Stl!dent Publications Board.
Student representatives are needed for the following faculty committees:
Admissions and Registration, Athletic, Council, Campus Planning Com. mittee, Computer Use Co111mittee, Continuing Education Committee,
Curricula Committee, General Honors c;ouncil, Housing Committee,
University Committee on Human Subjects, Library Committee, Scholarships, Prizes, Loans, High School Relations Committee, and the Tenure
Review.
··
· The appCiintments made ,by the in-coming ASUNM president are usually
for one year. Appointments to these committees by the president are acting appointments until the ASUNM Senate acts to approve the appointments.
Applicants for all of the positions must be ASUNM members which
means the student must be enrolled at UNM, carry six or more hours and
pay the $14 ASUNM activity fee, or be a full-time undergraduate student.
In addition to these requirements, mel1).bers of the court and the attorney general must be in good standing at the University. Court Justices
must have .attended UNM for at least one semester prior to their app'ointment.

0

UNM Arts and Scien(:es Dean Nathaniel Wollman.

Peace Corps Reps
Looking for Grad$
Recruiters from the Peace Corps and VISTA, the Peace Corps'
domestic counterpart; wiU be recruiting full-time volunteers on campus
Mondaythrough Wednesday, May 2-4.
ACTION (the federal agency which encompasses. Peace Corps and
VISTA) recruiters Susan Norling and Ami Rawling said they are looking
for gradua~ing seniors and post-grads w,ho are to receive degrees.·
Noriing and Rawling were volunteers in Peace Corps and. VISTA respectively befCire becoming recruiters; Norling said volunteers are needed in
agriculture, liberal arts, law, engineering, business, health professions,
social science and education.
Norling said volunteer work in ACTION is a good alternative for
graduates whCI ·want experience beyond the typical nine-to-five routine of
many jobs. "I was a liberal arts graduate, unattached and really up to
doing something different," Norling said. Sh.e spent two years as a teacher
in Kenya.

Wollman said . he thinks that
students who graduate with an Arts
and Sciences degree from UNM
have more · academi~ trouble in
graduate or law .. schools than
Norling said that the idealism and enthusiasm that characterized Peace
students who attend similar state
institutions in Arizona, Colorado, Corps at its inception during the Kennedy administration bas not abated.
She said Peace Corps may be more "realistic" now, to the extent that·
technical skills have been increasingly emphasized in programs and
recruitment. But· still, she said, the "generalist"-liberal arts grad,
teacher, social worker; counselor; community organizer and all around
. do-gooder-is still the bread-and-butter Peace Corps volunteer.

We invite any sincere person who would like to be thankful with us to come to a~y
one of our many locations in Albuquerque, where you are always welcome. We are mdebted to Jesus for that· which He has done, and are fully convinced that there is
salvation only in experiencing in a personal way the reality of His perfect sacrifice on
the cross, It is only by completely accepting Christ and following Him that this
sacrifice becomes real. We know that it is by and through Him that our prayers are answered and by no other personality. We confess that the Father, Jesus, and the Holy
Spirit h~ve been, and forever will be, one; and that the Bible is His written Word. We
are sure that Jesus is the King of Kings, who will literally return again to judge the
world. He is the one working within us to rid us of our faults, ~nd He is the one who
wants all of us to be saved from the penalty of sin.lt is our intention to offend no one
with this invitation, but only to share our experience with those of you who honestly
care. May the Lord continue to bless you. These are some of our locations:
An Invitation to be Thankful ... sigs
·
Indian Assembly Of God
Beth Sar Shalom
1119 Men au! NW 344-0568
Hebrew-Christian Fellowship877-7838
· Young Life New Mexico
Our Lady Of Assuptiorr
.
12120 Copper Ne 293-3170
8030 Fruit N.E 256·9089
Eighth Street Mission
Newman Center
521 8th St. SW 247·8212
1815 Las Lomas NE·247-109'4
First Church of God in ·christ
Dare
1701 WalterSE255·0222
Redeemer Lutheran Church .
Ne~ Life Center 877-9282 ~. .
AIDuquerque Rescue M1ss1on
210 Alvarado SE Dial-A-Devotion
266-5718 256·9881
509 2J')d St SW 242-3171
Kol1day f) ark Church of the Nazarene
Inter-Faith Bible Center
7501 Trumbull SE 268-4366
11435 Montgomerv NE_.293-111225h
Albuquerque Ftienus C urc
Heights Presbyterian Church
10110 Constitution NE 299-7227
Copoer and Dallas NE 268,7081
Calvary Assemb 1y Of God
Christian Center
12120 Copper NE 292-0050
25::!0 Cham~ NE 2~6-8136
Paradise Hills Baptist Church
Heights christ1an Church
4620 Paradise Hi.lls Blvd. 898-4508
6935 Comanche Rd. NE 881-9889
Christian Student Center
Salvation Army
130 Girard NE 265-4312
501 Breadway SE 247·0283
Haven Of Love Rescue M issio~
Grace Church
4025 Isleta SW 877·9915
115 Cedar NE 243·6801
Southside Nazarene
The Answ-er
3030 Isleta SW 877-6713
7701 Zuni SE 265·6787
Christian Assembly
Parkview Baptist Church
116 Morningside SE 265·2288
1404 Lead se 242-2606
The Wesleyan Church
Hope Bible Church
12417 Constitution NE 296-5715
2800San Mateo NE881•8686
. Heights Grace Bethren Church
Church Of Christ
• 2518 Eubank NE 296-8087
1901 Pennsylvania NE. 299-9002
Bethel Mennonite
Faith Chapel
504 El Paralso NE 898·2825 .
1726 Girard NE 256·7749

VISTA volunteers work in low income neighborhoods
forming much the-same service as Peace Corps.

iri the U.S., per-

THI•MMIU!I OF THI !liAR
.-1

Vlvllar 220/SL asmm
camera With accurate
through-the-lens metering,
famous Copal square shutter,
and a professional bfack
finish. The camera has a fast
Vivltar 50mm 11.6 lens, and can
use hundreds of lenses and
other accessories.

!S Vlvllar Automatic
Iii Electronic flash

delivers perfect exposure from
2 to 10 feet automatically. •·
Hundreds of flashes for about
1c a flash.
'!Ill Vlvltar Automatic

~ 135mm 12.8 lens_,

perfect for portraits, sports,
and any photography where
you want that larger image.
I Vlvltar 2X tele
... converter transforms
the 50mm lens into a 100mm
and the 135mm into a fabulous
270mrri. Gives you full-frame
close-ups and lets you reach
out for dramatic shots when
you cannot get close to
the subject.

Five reasons to get into
exciting 35mm photography•••• Now.

5

Prices Good Through
Friday April 29, 1.977

Vlvltar Enduro case
deslgoed to carry the
whole system conveniently,
This tough, special case Is
made for the action
photographer, contoured to
the body.

0

La Belle's

4920 MENAUL BOULEVARD e

Store Hours

Mon. thru Fro 10 o\.M to 9 P.fvl
dl•ttibuting
Sot lOAM. to6PM
Sun Noon too .P
ALBUOUEROUE, N. MEX, 8711();

t.•

•

These Fine Downtown Merchants
Offer All UNM Students With ID's

i~ the Placement Office in Mesa Vista

and at the Law School..

•

•

ACTION pays its volunteers $215 per month living allowance, along
with medical expenses, transportation costs, a "settling-in allowance,"
vacation time and a completion-of-service allotment.
The recruiters will be available

-

·

·)

\

i

10% -Discount
Breeze through summer in
Mode 0' Day's newest
tops White eyelet, little
camisoles,
popovers,
sleeveless shirts in sizes
34 to 40--•8••

The
Store
For The Stockman
And His FamilyToo!
Western Wear •
Uniforms • Work
Clothing
Boot & Saddle
.. Shop • Mr. Big &
~,
~ .k'·
__ · Mr. Tall Shop

-

name brands

Albuquerque, N.M.
fine fumllure
Maytag service
(505)247·2496
R.J. (Dick) Gallegos, Sales Manager

.

.515 CENTI=tAL, N.W.

10~

Jllfirt'lll is uvolfa111.t)rw u u•JJ;,ft• /,)t lf!JJO :tl:

International
Hair Design centre
"Head Trips for Dudes a Dolls"

. .,·;·lss··0166 I

Central Sf .

.

..

.

-rli,

·~
.\
)

(505)242·6526

·see centlal, s.w.

Albuquerque 1 New Mexico 87102:

(;;:,,,.,..1l~~M.V
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Wrights Indian
Trading Post Inc.

MUSIC COMPANY
. .

~ liiOO~aior Sl1Clf'tit:.n''d.t )'.Ul•

·~;;
?80"
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mooe
""DAY.
V
-.tJ.-;;

mAY1

,

fMtiOit~ M.ukh.'lrit
j)c.tfdrrn l!;'t Ho\tur,\1 he~! .C~tll rm• .,,~
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ALB-UOUEl=IOUE.
NC.W MEXIC·O 61101
AWCARPlT SI~VICE PHONE ISOSI ~41·430
.
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One free piece of jewelry for
each
purchase
sizes_petite 3 to stout 241/2

·~!'"

,.

J

10% discount only on
regular priced items

WHERtCUSTOMER SATISFACTION

521 Central Ave., N.W..

..

!

I

town
uquerque
UNM,s Savings Center

AN INVITATION'

TO BET~ANKFUL:

?....

ASUN.M Positions
·Up for Appointment

_Study· Habits Ff:lebl·_e

A l'mgrf!.ISiL't! Christicml'elltlws/liJI 1'11 Give You N!!w l'ower

•

Off

~22 Ct:.N1"f4:AL

s.w.

18iru••· 1!1071

Fine

HIIH SIUDENT rD
RECORDS
GUITARS ~ AMPLIFIERS
MUSIC &INSTRUMENTS

Indian

J ew<'lry.

pottt•ry and Carvings.

616 Central SW

THE MAY COMPANY

I
j

MONEY 0 LOAN ON ··LICENSED
ANYTHING OF VALUE &BONDED.
CASH IN 30 SECONDS ON: All Loans Strictly
DIAMONDS • WATCHES
Confidential
RADIOS • TV'S & StEREO
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
GUNS • CAMERAS
FAEE APPRAISALS
INDIAN JEWELRY SANDIA

842-1233

JEWELRY & LOAN
. CO.

_

.
I

~

517 C!;NTRAL AVE .. N.W.

e's

514 .Central SW

'i

Downtown Pawnbro

\
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For Cashing in on Bad Checks

k
You!
All of us at. Sound Ideas thank you for taking part in our'

·u. More Effective Collector Th.an

•.• More on· Loans

successful NIKKO Sound Celebration and Talent Search.
.We are proud to congratulate the Talent Search winners:

-

•

•

<{l

(C:ofllinued from page l)

•

Fir~t

Place • Cadillac Bob wins three hours of studio recording time at
Dell Sound Studios and a private edition record pressing
Second Place· Traveler win~ a $50 certificate for Maxell tape
Third Place • Chuck Coulter and John Paul Soden both win pairs of
Koss K125 stereo headphones.

~§)
We still have limited quantities .of NIKKO receivers at our
special sale prices. We encourage you to take advantage of
these special low prices, especially in light of the 15%
increase in import taxes effective May 1, 1977 • prices will
never be as low!
·

ciJDGikkd

5055

All cfJDtilkko
_ models
.on sale:

Model Watts/Ch Sale Price
3035 .
17
$169
'6065
33
233
7075
43
269
8085
53
299
9095
68
359
All NIKKO receivers are covered by a three year parts and
labor warranty, plus a 60 day over-the-counter
policy.
Sound Ideas is open Mondily and Thursday evenings
8:00, and every other day except
Sunday until 6:00,

loan, u~ing the term "total of
payments."
-Describe
the .insurance
premium as a prepaid finance
cl111rge or state the amount thereof.
-Identify the method of
computing the amount of
delinquency and default ch11rges.
-Identify the method ·of
computing 11ny une11rned portion of
the fin11nce ch11rge in the event of
prep11yment of the lo11n in full.
-The to11n progrilm·llppllrently did
not.· begin issuing d.isclosure
st11tements until Apr. 14, 1977 when
11 "Notice of Correction of Error"
listing the 11bove eight items WIIS
mailed to 1111 students who h11d had
loans. A disclosure statement
accomp11nied the notice.
The Truth in Lending Act
stipullltes that a creditor is not
liable for . ~~ny pen11lty for in·
complete disclosure if he notifies
borrowers in writing within fifteen
days of hllving discovered 11n error
in his discolsure procedures.
Silko, told the L080, th11t the

program requested 11n opinion from
the Dept. of Health, Educ11tion 11nd
Welf~~re liS to whether the progrllm
WIIS using 11dequ11te ' disclosure
procedures. The lo11n progrrun is
financed by HEW.
Sitko said, "There was a memo
from HEW to the effeci th11t the use
or promissory notes, repayment
schedules lliid exit interviews (by
the pr,ogram) cont11ined sufficient
disclosure to comply with the lllw."

ByTimHiggms
Preliminary figures from a
. . University audit seem to indicate
thllt the private firm UNM ~;ontracted to collect its bad checks may
not have done as good a job liS
UNM did by itself. .
.The. Merchants Alert Check

stitutions like the student IPIIn
progr~m.

Sheehan s11id furtb.er that
students with lo~~ns get a computer
print-out when making loan
payments which shows bow much
the student owes and has pai!.l.
• "Years ago, what we were doing
(in terms of disclosure procedures)
was app11rent1y alright with HEW,"
Sheehan said.
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By Chris Miller
It hilS rtotyet been decided which
of the 16 academic programs now
under review 11t UNM wiil be
continued, · however, interviews
wiih several · of the program's
departlllent beads indicate a fight
will be .made to keep several of
them, ·
·
As reported earlier in.the LOBO,
the Board
of Educational Fin~~nce ·
•
(BEF) m cooperation with the
Academic Council on Higher
Education (ACHE) is conducting,a
program evaluation in New
Mexico's institutions of higher
le~~rning, incfuding UNM.
The review is being made to
determine which of the academic
programs should be. continued.
ACHE, which is made up of the
. off'1cers t1rom thes!X
.
Ch1'ef ac~d emtc
New Mexico universities, is basing
its review on two criteria.
The first criterion is the average
number of students graduated With
a degree in the program over the
last five years. The second criterion
is the aver~~ge number of students
enrolled as decl~~red m11jors in the
fall of 1974 and ·1975.
Progmms' under review at the
bacc11laureate level are Russian
studies, mathem11tics education,
musicology, classics, Portuguese,
comparative
literature and
economics-philosophy.
_
Music education, chemical
engineering, musicPiogy, Por·
tuguese and comparative literature
11re under review at tbe masters
level.
·
Dr. Truett Book of the classics
program said, "The whole
language department at UNM will
, fight to keep tbe classics program.
We believe it's a vital part of our
herit11ge 11nd . a vit11l p11rt o'f the ·
.living l11nguage department,.too. ".
Dr. H11milton of the economicsphilosophy program said, "It's 11
lot of nonsense and hypocracy if
BEF and ACHE decide to cut out
the program on the grounds that it
is costly." Hamilton said the
program consists of only one
course, economics-philosophy 485,
and that even if the University
stopped granting a degree in the
program he would continue
teaching the course.
"There will be ito s11vings made
by UNM by cutting the program,"
he said.
Dr. Meade· of the chemical
engineering
program
said,
"Everything hils been taken care of
concerning the st11tus of the
program."
•
"The program almost dted
between 1972-74 and has since been
combined witti the nuclear
engineering department," he said.
Dr. Mierzwa of the mathematics
education program s11id it is "ito

Cb11rles J. Sheehan, who
represents the loan program to the
state, said, "If there was a merrio, I
didn't see it."
Sheehan said be saw no' mysteries
in the forms used' by the lo~~n
program. "They (the forms) say
'seven per cent simple interest,' and
•• ~Entrance Cont.
that's about liS simple liS you can
(Continued
from page I)
get."
.
· . Me also saic;l he felt the Truth in
Lending Act was aim,ed at "shortterm loan companies ~~nd banks,"
which c11n chllrge relatively high we're· saying is that if you're going
interest rates, and not at in· on to college, prep~~re yourself
accordingly •.''
He added that the forthcoming
policy, which WIIS first conceived
three years ago, is a product of the
general s)lift toward conventional
studies that is taking place around
the country.
Wea.ver believes thllt no dramatic
drop in enrollment will take place
as a result of the new policy. "We
expect more refusals, but in
·comparison with the number· of
students th11t will be enrolled, these
will hardly be noticeable.'' ·
Subject m11tter deficiencies can
be resolved either by enrollment in
a technical-vocational school,
enrollment· in UNM's Continuing
Education Division, which con·
ducts the pmgrams of an•students
enrolled in non-credit " courses,
att11inment of an ACT score of 20
. or higher in the deficient 11re11, or
attainment of a composite score of
at leiiSt 22 on the ACT.
Registration policies concerning
students already attending the
University have not changed.
Readmitt11nce depends l~~rgely on
credit hours required by the Various
colleges. Transfer students also 11re
not affected by the new policy.
Weaver stressed that the goal of
the enrollment policy is not to turn
UNM into a super-selective college.
"We are just trying to m!lke some
honest changes-there's no ·way
we're trying to become Harvard on
the Rio Grande."

Q

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00a week
Donate Twice Weekly

·Blood
Plasma
.

You'll miss 24% savings and all the extras, too.
Continental's got a gooq deal going for y·ou next time
you fly to one of our many domestic destinations-our
Economy Excursion Fares• give you 24% savings all sum·
. mer long, or you can skip a meal and save 10% ori our
Econo(lly Fares, good any time of the year.
To put you in the mood for your vacation. we've got
the only Coach Pub in the Sky on board our wide· bodied
DC·lO's, plus filmed concerts. comedy and sports. And
our spacious 727's offer free stereo. overhead storage·and
a middle seat that folds down when unoccupied to give.
you lots ot room to relax or spread ol!t the hooks.
•
Don't forget to ask about our specwl travel programs.
such as dur California C1tmpus Tours. California
Fly/Drive Vacations or Yucatan Safari Holidays.
For more information, call your Travel Agent or

Continental Airlines: And remember, if you can't
fly Continental. try to have a niCe trip anyway.
1
*ConHnc_ llta\_ \\'ill l)flWfdt.: ·lnl'tlrnlo.llion rcJ,tUrdin.~.t. fli.tthts und nunlht!r uf
s~als availuhlc. Purch;j!\~ ticket within fO dnys llftcr reservations :tre con~
f_rr:~lC~~. fCt\Ul!SI Sp~ICI.! ttl ICH!ojl l..f dHyS prior td dUIC O( fruveJ. s(uy 7•J0 duys.
2--t u ,diScount appl1t.!s froln ll· I 77·9 ·15- 77, All ~;thcr t1111c!i: nur 2X 1 ~,tliscount
upphes. F"arcs Hnd SU\'in.~.t~ suhjcct to chUilj.!C '"'ithtlllt not icc.

The Couch l~oh is on ull ConlincruuJUC-IO's excludii1J.t Huwnii
thrnU~h SCr'\'ICC.

'

We really move our taU for you.

Service (MACS) was solicited by
UNM IIISt AJ!guat . to dear with
UNM's increasing bad check
problem. MACS received no money
from UNM, but charged e!lch
check-bouncer a $5 service cb~~rge.
The audit comp~~red the badcheck recovery figures fro·m August

.Profs .w.·ll
.
... ·F·g·
I ht
..

eet

[

I

.

longer in jeopardy." He saic;l more
students ~~re 11ctively involved in the
progr11m than there WIIS previously
thought to have been.
He .said many students in the
progr11m were putting down
mathematics as their major when in
fact it was mathematics educ11tion.
"Every year at least 8-10 students
graduate with an undergmdu11te
degree in mathematics education
11nd in addition to this there are
11pproximately 20-30 students in the
arts and s~iences dep11rtment or
fifth year students coming back to
UNM to get their teacher's certificate who take the courses," Dr.
Mierzwa said.
Dr. Ch,ung and Dr. Jonas,
professors in the Russi11n studies
program, refused to comment on
. 11nd Dr. Ro bb'ms, of the
t he revtew
s11me program, could not. be
re11cbed.

and September of 1975, before
MACS was hired, with the figures
for August and September of 1976,
During the two month period in
197S, UNM took 744 bad checks
totaling $56,328. By December of
197 S, 449 of those checks, totaling
$36,210 had been successfully redeposited. That me~~ns UNM
redeposited 60 per cent of the
checks 11nd recovered 64 per cent of
the mon!Jy by December.
During September and August of
1976, . UNM received 601 bad
cht,:cks totaling $64,034. By
"!ovember, which ended the
recovery peri9d studied in _the
· audit. MACS and UNM h11d
n:covered 61 per centof the checks
and recovered 56 per cent of the
money. So while MACS recovered
a I~~rger number of checks, it
recovered a lower amount of
money.
UNM Auditor Fred Chavez said
that the statistics do not show
checks that have been re-deposited
lifter November, but that most of
them would have been taken eliTe of
before then anyway.
One possible reason for this,
Chavez said, is that "We have
better leverage for collecting
c hec ks-we can ho ld up grades 11nd
. keep students from registering."
. Once UNM h11s turned a check over

5
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to MACS, however, it hils no way should be considered is the time
of knowing whether or. not the Which UNM employees must spend
mPney hilS been collected from the ttllcking down bad checks-"When
. student.
you put thllt into the equ11tion," be
Chavez said the· UNM's bad said, "m11ybe MACS is better after
check procedure consisted pf nptify all..
ing the writer of the check and re"Bob Nordstrum, student ac·
depositing the check until it w11s counting services supervisor, feels
cleared.
th11t MACS is better. He dPesn't
MACS, on the other hand, have the people to do the collecting.
makes the check' bouncer pay in UNM h11s never budgeted money
·CIISh or write a new check. If a for collecting checks," Cb11vez
check-bouncer refuses to make said. Norc;lstrum was unavailllble
. good, MACS puts his name on a for comment.
blacklist that is distributed to its
Chavez said tha.t UNM hadn't
clients througboutthe city. "lthink totally relinquished control of .its
we'll use MACS for at least a little check collec!ing !o MACS-"If
while longer," the auditor said, someone bas made an honest
"and give them 11 chance to see if mistake and calls us, we grab the
they can do better than. we were check back from MACS." This
doing before or at least equal it."
procedure .enables the student to
One factor which 'Chavez said save his $5 fee plus .21 cen~s tax,

·~
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On the date listed
·~~'lloe giving avvay free samples of Alka-Seltzer on
your campus.
·
· not ctll.
, . . ..
. , .
,
. . . .~
Four of the sample packs were g1vmg avvay w1ll con tam $25 wmmnQ"
certificates good for a $25 prize (books or cash).
So, if you're lucky, we'll relieve a few: of your financial pains as well.
Only one prize avvarded per person ...
prize value $25. No substitution of prizes
permitted. Original prize certificate must
accompany request to claim prize, and
cannot be mechanically reproduced.
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Dave· Mason .
Let lt. Flow . ·

.o..~

including:
So High (Rock Me Baby And Roll Me Away)
Let It Go, Let It Flow /Takin' The Time To Find
Then It's Alright/Seasons

EVEI:tY ROCK, SOUL, DISCO. ALBUM
IN THE STORE IS ON SALE Now·
AT THE BEST PRICE IN. TOWN!
.,

'

~QN

.

SALE Now·-....

FLEETWOOD MAC

II ild ( 'l~t•l;~.~- -~

Rumours

l:'lecll'i/i<'lllfmk

Includes the Hit Co 'lbllr OwrtWav
· Abo l11dudas Drmms
•
The Chain Donl St<lp Son~binl

urCiud~ng
B;1byOonl fouKnow

,

Hold On (W•Ih Slrmg$)

,

Are You ·aoog1e1ng Aumnd 011 Vaur Daddy
HoiTdTrot li!>~IIUpTo't'ou

1

BONNIE RAITT
Sweet Forgiveness
Includes Gamblin Man · Runawav
Louise Home
·

&Tomorrow

SPINNERS

INCLUDES

HEARTBEAT

6.9~(nifr; sugg.list)

PINK FLOYD

RUFUS

··Albums!

ANIMALS

Featuring Chalca Kl:tan

including:

ASKRtfUS
.

l>lgs On The Y/il1g (Part One)
Oogs/Pigs(Three Different Ones)
Sheep/Pigs On The Wlog (Part Two)

"

-All"-

"~~wm.!;~~- ~----~~~

· - 7.9~ (mfr.· sugg.list)

Albums!
All Tapes'I

NOW'S THE TIME TO ADD TO _YOUR
COLLECTION! IT'S UP TO YOU! .
TAKE YOUR PICK OF ALL YOUR
FAVORITES AND STOCK UP NOW!
'

Open 9 •til midnight, 7 days a week .
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Undet the Ho~ Btlght Lights

Ado Raps On Changes

contemporary j;~Zz, · a reputation with the latter becoming a jazz
built solidly on his artistic integrity classic. A Secret P/(lce, released in
'
and !:lroad commercial af!peal. His . Oecember, is probably his best
Q
music is warm, sensuous, record yet, and is. yet another ·
imaginative,
melodically in- milestone in the continued growth
8
•:;<
teresting, beautifully arranged and of a gifted artist.
4>
Grover WashingtQn, Jr. enjoys .·
brilliantly played. And his
~
professional·credits
an:
solid.
the
deep respect of his music!lf
~
u
Grover Washington, Jr. is the peers, as well as the admiration of .
z
focal point and major drawing card the public. His albums and Jive
•
\0 '
for
the CTI Jazz Festival, an ex- performances feature the creme de·
l
4>
tremely
popular. annual event that Ja creme Qf jazz talent. The
t>l):
..,.
played to sold-out houses in eleven resulting mus~c is sophisticated a11d
~
major West Coast cities last satisfying, and leaves no doubt as
summer .. His own live per- to why Grover Washington, Jr. has
formances are attracting a growing come so far. so fast. As one cYI!ical,
legion of followers and reveal a crusty, old jazz veteran put it, "Cat
warm vitality and quiet strength, as can play,"
The Grover Washington, Jr.
well as musical virtuosity on a range
Grover Washington, Jr.
of instruments.
concert is a Friedman & JohnSaxaphonist SUf!reme, Grover
As a recording artist, Grover ston/ ASUNM/Popular Enter-''
Washington, Jr., will headline a Washington, Jr. has released six tainment Committee presentation.
tine evening of contemporary jazz albums, all consistent in their Tickets are available now for $6.50
mtchael Gehlen
at Popejoy Hall on Sat., Apr. 30, excellence, and each bripgihg his . & $6.00 a:t: Popejoy Hall Box
The program for tonight will
1977 at 8 p.m.
music before a larger audience. The Office and SUB Box Office; inclUde Gehlen's Sonata No. 2 as
Gr~v_!:r Washington, Jr. stands as last two, Feel So Good and Mister Dillards in Winrock Cen~er; both well as selections by Brahms,
<?.!!e of 'the leading figures in Magic, have achieved gold status, L.P. Goodbuy; both General Beethoven, Debussy and Chopen.
Stores; Record World in MonProceeds• will go to the
tgomery Plaza; The People's Presidential Scholarship Fund. .
NOW OFFICIAL CHARTER MEMBERSHIP FOR ONLY $1.00
Choice in Rio Rancho; Candy Man
v·.
S nuthwe
~
s t ern
· IS JOn:
in Santa Fe.
Photographs from the University of
S!!c~tnd Generati~tn: El Paso New Mexico will be featured in the
Friends of Folk Music will present Monday opening of the ASA
the Second Generation Bluegrass Galler i th St d t U .
. .Y n
e
u en
mon
group in concert on May 10 at 8 Buddmg
on the UNM campus.
. .,
p.m. in the Chamizal Memorial
Called "So·u th wes tern v·1s1on,
WHERE'/
HOW?
the
show
will
i
d
th
Theater.
Eddie
Adcock,
formerly
1u e e work 0 f
1900 Block Yale SE Ap~lications Can Be Obtained
nc
of the Country Gentlemen, plays
At The Following Locations: ,
undergraduate and graduate art
WHEN'/
banjo, and his wife, Martha plays students
• Northeast Schwinn Cyclery
from UNM.
guitar. Eddie was voted Bluegrass
The xh'b't'
· ·n ·
d b th
Mid-June
• Pop Tops ••
. . e 1 I Jon WJ ~nc1u e. 0
entertainer
of
the
year
in
1974
by
• Rocky Mt. Ski Co.
traditional
photographic
d
. techmques
fans voting in a Muleskinner News
WHAT?
• H. Cook Sporting Goods
an more unco!lv~ntJOnal pro~es.ses
poll.
nrHAcrnaiFr•SIVI•Arns Sl•laiiiRuu A• Bicycle World
All seats are reserved for the ~~~h ~!r:~:~~~m~h:u::;m!~~~
Gran Prix Track. Bowls, Pro Sl,ep, Alit Muc-. • Garden swartz Sportz
performance,
and may be pur- includes works in the areas of
Muc- Mare ••• Op111 EverydiJ, Till P1rk Wille Clark's Spotting Goods
chased
at
the
door-11 or at Cleo's portraiture, landscape, abstraction
.. mu..lul•d Fer Nla-1 Actio•.
• Acme Wheels
California Concept in the Ramada and conceptualism.
• Mountain Sports, Limited
WHO?
Inn East for
The exhibit will continue through
. .$2.
Only Members Can Purchase
13; the gallery is open from 11
May
Michael Gehlen: Michael Geh£en,
a.m.
to 4 p.m. weekdays and is
Admission To The Park Or Send Request To
• who recently announced his
located
on the lower level of the·
.•·.· resignation as a professor in the
"ROLLER CROSS''
Union
Building.
Political Science,
Department
BOX 13269
will give a piano recital in Keller
Opera Theatre; The Albuquerque
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112
Hall, tonight at 8:15p.m.
Opera
Theatre will present two oneGehlen is a student of Rilda .Lee
Please send me_"ROLLER CROSS" membership
Cliburn and has also studied with act operas, Cavalleria Rusticana
applieatlon(s). sendnl)mone{
Sascha Gorodnitzki ofthe Juilliard and Pagliacci, in P~pejoy Hall May
NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ AGE: _
School Qf Music. Gehlen will be 12, 13 and 15. Tickets for the 8
going on the concert tour through p.m: performances. and Sun~ay
ADDRESS ------;~;;----
St teet
the country during the 1977-78 matmee can be obtamed by calhng
concert. This includes a per- for ticket information at 243-0591,
City
Slate
formance at the Alice Tully Hall in or t~ey can be bought . at the
PopeJOY. Hall •• The op~ras, perLAncoln Center on Halloween Day.
formed m English and d!fected by
Sean Oaniels, will als9 have a
special student dress-rehearsal
•
showing. ThOse tickets can be
obtained at the Albuquerque
National Bank.
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~~ROLLER CROSS"
SKATEBOARD PARK
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GO FOR IT!

equiem: The Albuquerque
tiv.ic Chorus will perform the
beautiful Brahms' "Requiem" on
Saturday, May 14 at 8 p.m. at the
Holy Ghost Church on San Pedro
SE.
"The Requiem;" Brahm's largest
work, will feature soprano soloist
Anne ·oish. Advance tickets may be
· obtained by sending !1 donation
with a self-addressed envelope· to
Albuquerque Civic Chorus, P.O.
Box 13108, Albuquerque, NM,
· 87H2. All contributions are taxdeductible.
.
Whitlow: A May ·1 concert has
been planned to honor UNM music
professor James Whitlow who will
retire. next month after 24 years 'of
· service.
A concert and reception is
scheduled for Sunday at' 4 .p.m. in
Keller Hall in the Fine Arts Center.
Tickets for the event are $3.75 for
the general public and $1 for
students, faculty and staff at the
Fine Arts Box Office. Proceeds
from the concert will be used to.
establish a scholarship fund for
bra'ssmusiciansinWhitlow'sname.
·
· b d
d
.. T~e concert Will e evote to
music for brass fro'!i small . ens~mb_les to a l~rge chorr. Selections
mll mclude p1eces from the 15th
and 16th centuries up to the present
. .
.
w1th a world prem1ere of a new
· k
· ·
d f
h
wo~
comm1ss1one
or t e
Wh1tlow concert.
"Southwestern Images" by
UNM
· ·
f
w· 'IIi
mus1c pro essor
1 am
Wood was inspired by several of
Wh'tl
1 ow •s waterco1ors. The new
work will be performed by a
faculty•student ~nsemble con~ucted
by :Woo?· A slide presentatiOn of
Whitlow s art work Js also planned.
Symphony Day: Governor Jerry
Apodaca a~d Ma;yor Harry Kinney
have procla1med May 3rd, 1977 •, as
Symphonr Day-a day for makmg
the _pubbc more aware of ~he
servJces. of the New MeXICO
Symphony Orchestra (NMSO), and
a focal point of the annual request
for public s1.1pport.
Brass ensembles from the NMSO
will be playing during lunch hour at
the Winrock and Coronado
ShoppingCenters. ,
Little Theatre: The Man a
psychological drama written b~ a
former Albuquerque resident, Mel
Dinelli (he also wrote The Spiral
Staircase) opens tonight. at the
Albuquerque Little Theatre.
The play was first seen on Broadway 28 years ago, starring Dorothy
Gish. The current production
features a local actor, Wade
(Continued on pagtl7)

Interview by LYI!da Sparber
elements and construction of his
There was a lot of Rolaids and character and personality defy body
Atka Seltzer backstage at Saturday language and gesture, but become
night's Arlo Guthrie ~oncert. . It apparent by what sparks him;what
seems Arlo has a penchant for gets him talking comfortable and
stopping at every Mexican e!lrnestly.
restaurant on Ro1.1te 66 while he's
There is an overtone of
touring apd he drags his crew with
.
spiritm'llism,
of adherence to the
him.
universal
law.
Be speaks in terms
Arlo says this is where. the best
approaching
"getting
it together"
M~xican food is ... he can't get 'it
but
not
in
the
terms
of
the radical
back home ·in Mass11chusetts. "A
couple of guys from here opened up · Sixties or the "back ·to the hills''
a Mexican food place back .home, and nature connotations.
:•rm not a politician, I never
but...... He shakes his head and
was ...There's a lot of things going
grimaces.
.
Arlo had a couple of Franciscan Qn," Ar to said.
monks in his entourage, friends
Like nuclear power plants. He
from a monastary back home that
may
not be technically familiar with
lie ran into in California. He said he
the
plants,
but he knows enough to
is Catholic.
not
want
one
a hundred miles from
A practicing Catholic?
"You mean,· am I practicing to his home al)d will say something
be a Catholic? No, I'm not prac- about it. He may not know every
ticing to be a Catholic just like I'm detail behind the United Farm
Workers movement, but he knows
not practicing to be a musician."
enough
to support Cesar Chavez.
He doesn't laugh. He makes it
hard to figure out if .he is toying . "My job is to go deeper" than
with you, irritated or sedous. The the politicians and scientists, he

UNCLE NASTY'S
"A Good Place To Make Friends"
.....a ... 7Nites 4418CentralS.E ..
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Switching causes "doesn't get
things done.'' However, he does see
the advantage of change, which he
says has been drastic since, say, the
1950's. "Good Change."
~

.

Change in .!,ssues sue~ as dope
laws, women's equality, and civil
rights "basically changed because
theY.~ were right for change," The ·
changes were du'e to people like
Martin Luther King and others who
were· able to "see and motivate."
To motivate the people into being
together, "to dig out, dig into their experience them ... I don't want to
ownhearet."
advocate anything, only what's
true."
Does this attitude reflect a sense
of spiritualism In you?
To so this, does Arlo think it
better for the people to work from ·
"Even if it didp't .. no one knows within or leave for communion with
the effect of natural laws until they nature and such?

•

Arlo Guthtie
"It's not a matter of adapting or
leaving, it's a matter of where you
are at, of looking for what ·remains
the same "wherever a person goes ..
Otherwise, says Arlo, you land
up trading one unhappiness for
another.

'

Stevens; in the title role; the guest
star is Maureen O'Sullivan, Also in
· the cast are AI Jones, Albert
Torres, and Phil Zuercher (who has
previously appeared in the ALT
productions of 6 Rms Riv Vu and
Teahouse ojtheAugust Moon).

with tenor John McCormack. She
has had a long and varied film and
stage career. Film buffs will no
-doubt recall that she was the
original "Jane" to Johnny
Weismuller's "Tarzan." More
recently, she appeared in the play
Never Too Late with Paul Ford;
later they both appeared in the film
version.
The play will run through May 8.
All seats at the ALT are $4.
Evening performances are at 8
p.m.; there are matinees on Saturday at 6 p.m. and on Sunday at 2
p.m. (There are no performances
'on Monday.) For ticket information, ca11242-4750.

New

maureen O'Sullivan
Maureen O'Sullivan came to the
United States from Ireland in 1930,
to appear as the ingenue in a play

On Campus

*S1,490/year, based on Double Occupancy, 7 Day Meal Plan

UNM RESIDENCE HALLS
Contact: Housing Reservations
' La Posada Hall

will appear in concert on May 9 at 8
p.m. in the Civic Auditorium.
Buffett, along with his Coral Reefer .
Band, were moved from the Kiva
because they were considered as
being too much rock 'n' roll, in the
city council's eyes. Opening for Jim
will be the band that has raised the
eyes of country fans and rock 'n'
roll fans, the Amazing Rhythm
Aces.

Presents

fflll

and the Coral Reefer Band
Plu~

5-Spm

Cocktail
81.00

The

AT

.

CIVIC

.

AUDITORIUM
MONDAY 8 PM.
MAY 9TH
TICKETS:
ALBUQUERQUE
TICKET AGENCY
(CORONADO
CENTER)
• GENERAL
STORE

~Shrimp

Tues.- Sun.

Special Guest

A IIIII
IIJin Alii

2Forl

Fantastic Subs & Suds

.Jeals
• Telephone
• Utilities
• Reduced Parking
Rates
• Linens

ROOIVI AND BOARD

Mon. -Fri.
All Drinks

4310 Central SE

MONTH

1977-78
FALL-SPRING
RATES

***********
.Jimmy Buffett: Jimmy Buffett

•

Mesquite

.

Specials

ATaste
of

~

(Conllouodf(OOO pag•l6)

Monday·- Saturday

Boogie To:

\
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He .cites the original Nuclear
Disarmament hearings as an
ex;:t.mple. "How many are still left
. from the original hundreds? Why
aren't they still there?"

•

FREE. I

.,

I'D

said: It's air a part of tr\IIY knowing
about yourself.
,
He. thinks mem!:lers of soci~ty
should '~get· together and think
about where they're coming from."
That people are not doing this
s,!Jows up in the way people become
cause-jumpers, ·switching causes for
whatever is ''in" at the time.

Under the Hot Lights

BUY1
GET1 . .
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Last Mile Ramblers

Sun. May 6th
The Watermelon Mountain Jug Band

Happy Hour
4-8 Fri. With
Daily Doubles

I

5-7 Mon. -Sat.
Daily Doubles

Don't Forget About The'
Wet-T-Shirt Contest On Mon. Nights

A Fine Drinking Hstublishtttcnt
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. SIQp Shot SQtlte Sticks It

'
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SUB'
SAT.
·Friday
Cat Bellou
.The Dammed THEATRE·
• · ··
·
Jane Fonda
Directed by
Vlsloctl

7•00 & ·9·15

.

•

•

Lee Marvin
& Horse

.

·1

~----~--~~--------------------·
Students •1 211
.every Mon
& Tues.

Sun, May I thru Tueo, Mar :1
lusby hrkeley'•

Slap Shot, directed qy Qeorge Roy
Hi{!, is now showing at the Cinema
Ea5;'1. .
Review by George Gesner .
At long last, a satire tbat sticks it
into · violence, sex;·· personality
malfunctions and stereotypes, bas
arisen:
.
'
It's rare for a riotous comedy to
attack and ridicule so well the vices
and follies of our society.
.,
The movie is centered around the
Charlestown Chiefs, a minor league
hockey team, Paul Newm!IJl is the
aging' player-coach of the losing
team. The host town closes down its
mill, putting many people out of
work; thus a drop in )lome-game
attendance,
The team is ready to fold. Drastic
measures are warranted. Newman
dreams up a scheme that the team
will be bought by a town of seniorcitizen Floridians, in hopes it will
spur morale.

·l*'**********************.***********·*******************~*
LOBO movie Guide H
::

The team begins to play more Rooki'es), the one player who would
aggressively; downright violent. not participate · in the violence,
The team's acquisition of three performs a s~ripteas.e for ~he fans.
. homely and slightly retarded The opposing team 1s so cbsgusted,
brothers augments the 'blood 'n' they _forfeit the championship. It
guts violence. The Hanson brothers certainly exposes the issue of sex
have been bred on violence and it is versus violence.
The movie also breaks down
only fitting that they're so ugly and
·
certain
personalities. It explores the
stupid. •
•
fantasy
of an aging man. Newman,
As the game strays awaY from
in
an
excellent
performance, thinks
hockey and more towards the street
fight, the Chiefs start winning· and of himself as "hot stuff,"
the crowds.start swarming in: The athletically and sexualiy. fie fails to
. violence excites the crowd in see the reality of his condition.
Charlestown and e11cites the crowd . The film also studies the
in the theatre, It's no wonder the · alcoholic, the sex maniac, . the
Hanson brothers become objects of identity-changing youngster, the
stereotyped sports announcer, the
a big fan club.
lesbian and other personality types.
Slap Shot will certainly rank as
The scene that strikes the· hardest ·
note against violence occurs in the one ofthe top comedies and dramas
championship game. The Chiefs are ofthe year, and that's what makes
going to play the game straight, but an excellent satire. You'll be
the othf!r team has other ideas. ' thinking about this movie a long
...While both teams are figh~ing on time .and you probably won't be
the ice, Michael Ontkean (ell;- laughing.

THE GANG'S ALL HERE (color) r9o
Allee Far•

Carmen Miranda

lenny Goadman

CHARLIE CH.AN IN PARIS

Infantile Hottot·ffiovle· Reeks

1935

Warnor Oland

Wed, May 4 thru Tueo, May 10

CASABLANCA

Ingrid hrgman

Humphrey Iogar!

i

1942

THE ADVENTURES OF
(colar) 193i
ROBIN HOOD

\

I

j,'

Errol Flrnn

--

Olivia de Havilland

SUNSHINE THEATRE

i

CENTRAL AT 2nd a 242-9741 a AC~fS OF PARKING
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It's Alive, directed by Larr)l. Cohen,
is no.w showing at the Hiland.
Review by D11111lumeniek
Horror films are much maligned
by general audiences, simply
because so many of them are unsuccessful as entertainment. All are
intended to be "horrifying," but
they almost always end up
ridiculous, boring, or unbearable ..
Beca.use there have l)een so few
worthy 'horror movies, audiences
feel the genre is nothing more than
a rip-off, not worth their time or
money.
This is, of course, very understandable. We true horror
fanatics, though, are perfectly
willing to continually plow through
the slime, in the hopes of coming up

with that rare treat; the great, truly
terrifying horror movie. We end up
disappointed, ·usually, but with
patience we do finally find an
occasional Carrie or Night of the
Living Dead, two fi.:~e classics of
the genre.
.
These exceptions are few and
much more than unique. The more
common type of fright film is
something like Larry Cohen's It's
·Alive, a moronic, ugly 1975 feature
just now receiving national release.
For some odd reason, it is drawing
good sized crowds and is making a
healthy profit.
The story is trash by anybody's
standards. A murderous mutant is
born to the Davis's, a young Los
Angeles couple, and it goes on a

And 1\Tow••• after four years of
preparation and production
Fellfni~~
C.asauova
HIS FIRST

EN(~LlSH

rampage, first killing the doctors
and nurses attending its birth, and
then slaughtering various other
unfortunates. Why it kills all these
people is left totally unexplained.
The father of the unusual infant
runs around shrieking, "I'm gonna
kill it!", but at the finale be
inexplicably changes heart and risks
his life in an attempt to save the
creature from some duty-bound
cops.
.
As sta,ted, it is pure, sleazy tripe,
but a stylish director, like George
Romero (Living Dead) or Mario
Bava (Black Sabbath) could. have
made it a bit scary or at -least
reasonably fun. Unfortunately,
director Cohen is as untalented a
film-maker as can be imagined, ·
having a certain fondness for
headache-inducing hand-held
camera movements, and art even.
more sev:ere interest in out-of-focus
shots.
.
He also enjoyed marring his
· picture with an incompetent cast,
adding numerous unintelligible
shifts in the plot, and, as an apparently irresistable final touch,
imbuing the entire film in a kind of
sickly, greenish color which even
the least squeamish of view~rs will
.find nauseating.
Only one professional element is
included, arid that is the score by
the late, great Bernard Herrmann,
who wrote ttie music back during
the period when he was considered
a washed-up talent by Hollywood.

lANCUAG£ FilM

St.rringDONALD
SUTHERLAND

Woody Guthrie

Ovet-Bound In. Gloty
Bound For Giory; directed by Ht1l
Ashby, now showing at the M
Plt1Zt1.
· Review by Robert Spiegel
iJound For Glory is a
dramatization of three years in the
life of Woody Guth'rie, It's based
on his book by the same neme and
it's been a long wait. The idea's
• been around for at least eight years
that I know of, and now that it:s
been filmed and released, it's
arrived in Albuquerque a few
months late.
Originally the thought of David
Carradine in the lead role horrified
me. "David Carridine as Woody
Guthrie?" Other contendefs for the
sopt seemed to have a stronger
affinity for Guthrie, especially
Country Joe McDonald who has
always admired Guthrie , even by
doing an album of Guthrie material
at a tine when it wasn't particularly
in vogue, and doing a reasonable
job.
Hollywood went for the actor
rather than the musician, and after
. seeing the movie, it was probably a
good choice.
Carradine's done a remarkable
job of shaking. off King Fu, even to
the pont of convincing East TexasOklahoma accent. Camera angles
help diminish his height, and the
lush photography distracts from his
all too familiar face. But it's

Carradine's performance· that has
to take the largest credit for his
success in thls role. He also does a
nice job of representing Guthrie's
vocal and guitar style. He pulls off
the intense clumsiness.
The three years of the story take
place during the panhandle dust
storms of the Thirties wbich sent
thousands of farmers out to
California in hopes of easy, fruitpicking money. What they found
was the Grapes of Wrath setting
with the migrant worker's camps
and the frustrated union struggles.
It was a result of this devastation
that Woody Guthrie wrote his
strongest songs.
"·
This movie seems to be a rather
honest sketch of Guthrie. The fact
that it's been supported by Arlo
and his mother helps indicate this.
Even so, I think the movie leans too
hard on Guthrie as a prophet and
. hero. But it's still a good movie that
has finally brought Woody Guthrie
the attention he's deserved for too
long.
This movie will not only help to
give Guthrie his proper place in this
country's tormented history, it will
spread some great songs around.
Editor's note: Haskell Wexler
earned an Oscar for his brilliant
cinematographic achievements in
this film.
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come party
at Ned's.

7:30
&9:30

- ~'.:

1:30 3:30 5:30
7:30 9:30

the Galeria Twin at 7:45 and 9;15
p.m.
Blaek Sunday fetes terrorism at
the Super Bowl and continues at the
Fox Win rock at 7 and 9:30p.m.
• Let's Do it Again-Uptown
Saturday Night stars Poitier, Cosby
and Belafonte at Los Altos,starting
tonight.
Rocky keeps on punching at Los
Altos at 7:40 and 9:55p.m.
Cat Ballou is a western comedy
with Jane Fonda and Lee Marvin
showing at the SUB theater on
Saturday at 7 and 9:15p.m.
MIDNIG.HT FLICKS: Five Easy
Pieces 11t the Fox; Oimme Shelter at
Don Pancho's; Heavy Traffic at the
Louisiana Cinema; and Vanishing
Point with Dirty Mary, Crazy Larry
at the Hiland.

THE TRIPLE
AWARD WINNER
ISBACKI
-New Vork Film Critlc1, tg7o
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· COLUMBIA PI(;TURES Presents a BljS Production

.·. ··JACK NICHOLSON

x:.: .·

RVEIRS!/P/1/B

ALL SEATS $1.50 ·
TURD A Y MIDNIGHT

50c off With This Ad

{or student I D)

"'WET RAINBOW'
ANEW WAVf:.
IN POLISHED
EROTICA."
-Variety

IF IT DOESN'T TURN YOU ON,

"THE MOST
SENSUOUS
TREATMENT
OF ON-SCREEN
SEX TO DATE.
'RAINBOW'
PROVES WITH
ELEGANTTASTE
THAT SEX CAN BE 1
SEXY; AROUSING
AND ARTISTICALLV
SOUND."
-Bob Salmaggi/

YOU'VE BEEN EMBALMED
AND DON'T KNOW IT.
iT1S A FILM FOR WIVES.
MISTRESSES AND
FEMINISTS-EVEN
GLORIA STEINEM COULD
GET OFF ON THIS ONE.

THI$ IS DEFINITELY THE
FIRST FILM THAT I'D TAKE
MY WIFE TO SEE. IN FACT
IT'S THE SEX FILM I'VE
BEEN WAITING TO SEE! "
AI Goldstein

A

Quality
Adult
Film

"THE
FIRST
SEX FILM
LbVE."
-GayTafese
THE SENSUAL STORY OF A MARRIAGE
STRUCK BY AN EROTIC OBSESSION ...
IN THIS AGE OF MULTIPLE GHOICE

GeneShalit
NBC Today
Show

does!)

St:oMCl:'S (ly ConMu-;ht Produr,t1•_,, ;", V()f'H.'l'-.sJ"n" In Cotor A Pwol'tlC:..u"'t P1ttu~e

I'

When you
finished
finals

Two women out of an unwriHen story by
F. ScoH Fitzgerald. Mrs. Bedle's inborn aristocracy remains and like a dowager
dutchess, sh~ reigns over this· surreal
household, and she can still invoke ghosts
of an age gone by with fading photos
and ted for two. I found it compelling,"

(everyone else

. V>odvwctoyPeter Dart and Max Palevsky
o..,,""do, Franklin J. Schaffner
Mu"= Jerry Goldsmith

•,,

l

A Dart/Polevsky Production

David Hemmings Gilbert Roland
and Claire Bloom

. ·-~.,

:Jo13 CENTftAL N.£.
216·47611

eyes wtth Carney and Tomhn, at
the Louisiana Blvd.· Cinema 11t 7
and 9 p.m.
The F;agle has La~ded higblig~ts
":orld War II espto~a.ge and mtr~gue at the Lou mana Blvd
Cmema at 7 and 9;25 p.m.
.
Grey Gardens IS a controverstal
documentary a~out the interactions
of two eccentnc women, .. the aunt
and cousin of Jackie Kennedy and
Lee Radziwill. Showing at the
Guild starting tonight.
Wizard of Oz and Meet Me in St.
Louis im the latest in the MGM
Festival at" Don Pancho's tonight
and Saturday. Sunday starts the run
of Gas Light and Mutiny on the
Bounty.
Chatterbox, for those "over 18
and under 35" brings swinging to

ABOUT

"Compelling.

Lo6o

e>

George C. Scott

'

'

.

Compiled by Lynda Sparber
Harlan County USA is the
Academy Award winner for best
documentary and is based around
miners and. unions. It's showing at
Montgomery Plaza at 7:35 a.:~d 9:30
p.m.
Bound for ~lory shows at the
Montgomery Plaza at 7 and 9:30
p.m. (See LOBO review.)
Young Frankenstein combines
comedy and horror at the Montgomery Plaza at' 7:30 and 9:30
p.m.
The llunchback of Notre Dame
shoWs along with Gunga Din at
7:30 at the Sunshine tonight and
Saturday. The Gang's All Hers and
Charlie Chan in Paris begin
Sunday.
Airport '77 offers danger arid
hysteria at the Mall Cinema at 7: I0
and 9:35 p.m.
.
.Slap Shot plays at the Cinema
East at 7:30 and ·9:45 p.m. (See
LOBO review.)
Bodyguard, a Kung-Fu film,·
shows at the Cinema East.
Casanova, the much-p.ublicized
new Fellini film, starts tonight at
the Lobo theater.
Assault on Paradise with Oliver
Reed and Robert Mitchum shows at
the Eastdale at 7:45 and 9:35p.m.
Islands in the Stream is based on
Hemingway's novel and starts
George C. Scott. Showing is at the
Louisiana Blvd Cinema.
The Late Show spoofs· private

..

EDITH BOUVIER BEALE AND HER DAUGHTER EDIE IN

Starring GEORGINA SPELVIN.HARRY·REEMS and introducing VALERIE MARRON
•

A MAYSLES BROTHERS' FILM

.REY GARDEN·.

Show Times
sun.·Thurs.
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Fri.·Sat.
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Soulfu~ Duo Not So Peochy
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and Herb"IMCA
Records Jl:fCA-2261
.
Rev•ew l)y Rol)ert Spiege! .
Peaches and Herb, known m the
sixties for their non-Motown, topforty so~l hits, ar~ no-.y under the
productiOn,
d1rect10n
and
seemingly ultimate control of Van
McCoy.
_
AU of these songs are out of the
s~ft-disco, Van McCoy-C~arles
Ktpps factory, The rhythm IS by
Stuff an~ the background vocals
are by Fmth, Hope and Charity, as
usual. One more r~:cord cranked
out.
There's one difference with this

No Fling In_ Bing's Swing

that decade's most exciting music "feelsGood,FeefsRight"/BingCrosby/LondonP$679
by crankins out hits. But Motown
.
RevJew l)y George Gesne_r
. .
was strong on, ...personality. And
B-b-b-b-bbb B1ng here; ~ust got thro~gh J?la~mg golf and dnnkmg my
though they kept a tight reign on . favorite brand of orangeJUlce and I felt like smgmg .. ,
most of their artists there was still
If .ever there was a legend in music, Bing Crosby has to be it. Age has
room for growth and expression. · crept up on de~ Bing, though, ~~his vocals aren't as strong as they used
Motown was young and risky. . to be, but he shllhas that old famdtar croon,
.
.
The McCoy-Kippsteam isn't taking
This album, recordeli last summer in London, has songs fitted to Blng~s
ch!lnces, !lnd although the quality present singing capabilities since hll can't hold those notes as well as he
of Peaches and Herb's .vocals isn't used to,
·
completely buried, the bland
·Crosby opensthe ~bum with t~e hot zippy tit!e s?,~~ and proceeds tog?,
background certainly isn't sup- through many favontes such as ' Once Jn ;A "Xhlle, A~Tu~e o~;s By • ·
porting them. The same goes -for Berlin's "When I Leave Tile Worlg Behmd and the beautiful Neverthe material. There's just no· spirit . theless."
_
.
in these songs. All this wouldn't
Bing also includes 1975's number one song on the LP, "The Way We
bother me if Peaches and Herb Were.'' "The Rose in Her Hair" is the nicest piece on the album, an
weren't s.uch good singers.
·
album that .should appeal to everyone if not for its merit but for the mere.
·
legend of it. Rate it C plus.

album, though. Peaches and Herb
both have fine, well-controlled
voices. They trade their vocals back
and forth with the ease that comes
from working together a long time.
They support each other; h~ will
take off in a direction and she'll
finish for him, and vice versa. They
both conie in on the strong Jines.
rhis gives their music a decent
amount of punch, but the
background is so damn soppy.
McCoy-Kipps productions is a
well tuned machine. Their formulas
are tight and commercial. There's
nothing inherently wrong with this,
MotOwn gave the sixties some of

C..

American· Academy of Dramatic Arts

Legs Dismol

OLDEST SCHOOL OF DRAMA.JN THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING WORLD

J,..egs Diamond/Mercury· SRM-J-

Auditions and Interviews
in ALBUQUERQUE

Review by George Gesner
They come on strong like the
gangster they were named after.
Michael Diamond and Roger
Romeo•supply the bass;lead combo
that puts the hard rock punch into
their sound. Vocalist and flautist
Rics Sanford patterns himself after
the Plants and Hagars of today's
hard rock sound. Overall they come
across as the infant version of
' Montrose. The first side" of the
record includes the best cuts. The
best cuts are "It's Not The Music/' .
"Stage Fright" and "Rock and
Roll Man." Rate the album C plus.

. May 10, 11, 12

.•.

' Since 1884. the American· Academy of Dramatic Arts h11s
enjoyed an unparalleled reputation in the training of
professional actors.
.
The Academy offf!rs a six week Summer Course
beginning July ~. 1977 and a two. year Major Day
School beginning September 26, 1977.
1 shall a!ways rememoer
the American Academy of
Dram,otlc Arts as a reassur•
aru;e of my _confldertce and
an Important stepping
stone to my c:areer."
11

FLORENCE
HENDERSON

:JJI

ll36

.

•'

'

Call now for appointment

"I shall alwavs be grateful

(505) 243-3585

for what I was taught there
and. the_ value of slncetiiY

to

th~! Am~riccm

Academy

and slmplfcily, unembel-

AADA/Wesl

lished and unlntellectualized."
SPENCER
TRACY

1610 East Elizabeth Street

Pasadena, CA 9li04

Not Tonight

SEVEN THINGS
NOT TO DO"
THIS SUMMER.

(,'i

~~

'

"Downtown Tonight"/Racing
Cars/Chrysalis CHR 1099
Review by George Gesner
This album is like an inverted
sandwich. The first piece and the
last piece are the only good
numbers on· the album and
everything in b~tw~en reeks of
mediocrity," It seems to be a band
basically in the California pop-rock
vein. Best cuts: "Calling the Tune"
and debut single "They Shoot
Horses Don't They." Rate it D
plus.

Summer can be fun if yG>u know a few common things to avoid
doing.
·
J ..
1. Do not swim at any beach where th~y have loudspeakers
playing the soundtrack from "Jaws:·
·
2. Do not. under any drcumstances. try to pick up a cow.
3. Do not answer any want ad for a summer job that sounds
too good to be true-unless you enjoy selling steak knives.
4. Do not tell your parents that. after graduation. you have
decided on an exciting career in motel management. .
5. Do not accept a date from anyone wearing green leisure
suit and roller skates.
·
·
6. Do not, under any circumstances. attempt to feed your pet
gerbil a boa constrictor.
7. Do not forget the one word for beer. As your Dean of Beer.
I can think of nothing more important for you to remember.
So have fun. have Schlitz. and I'll see you next fall.

H.
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"Sammy Hagar"/Capitol 'STJ/599
Review by George Gesner
Sammy Hagar, ex-Montrose
man, is red hot, but the music is a
cool blue. The only original that is
due any merit is the space-rock
medley "Little Star/Eclipse."
Otherwise, Hagar relies on
Donovan's "Catch The Wind" and·
Patti Smith's "Free Money" to
bring .some respectabi.lity to the
·album. The first is a gentle blu~;s
number with the help of strings
master Andrew Powell and" the
latter is a good rock number backed
with strings, The strings smoQth out i
the r~w' edges. Rate tht!. alblint ~,
plus.

Applications Now Being Taken for

Hebrew School Teachers

a

Contact: Prof. Gisser, 277-2420,294-8831
Prof. Karni, 277-3140, 368-4155
Prof.Pugach,277-2701,881~4123

A.S.U.N.M.

~

Popular Entertainment Committee
Presents

THERE'S JUST ONE WORD
ANDYOU·KNOW· ll
FORBEER..
•

· An Evening With

I

i
l

'·t

1
f

i%

Siglinda Steinfiiller
Dean of leer
'\

·,'

'}.

'

'

Saturday; April30, 8:00p.m.
POPEJOY HALL

·,

$6.50 $6.00

}

Tickets avai Iable at: Popejoy Hall Box Office
and Sub Box Office; Dillards in Win rock
Center; both L.P, Goodbuy; both General
Stores; Record World In Montgomery Plaza:
The People's Choice in RiO Rancho; Candy
Man in Santa Fe.
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For Information:

277•3711
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Mike-Williams Paces Silver Grid Victory
..
By Peter Mallrid .
LOBO male MVP pick Mike
Williams lived . up to · his title
Wednesday night as he ran for 161
yards_ on 30 carries and.scored three
touchdowns enroute to leading the
Silver squad over the Turquoise in
the annual final scrimmage of
football'~ spring practice.
"Williams' touchdowns came on
runs of 18, two and five yards. All
three Silver . scores came. as the
result of Turquoise miscues.
Behind the quarterbacking of
Noel Mazzone, the Turquoise drew
blood first in the second quarter as
speci!llty kicker Jim Haynes booted - ·
·a 2S~yard field goal.
fn ·the mistake-riddled first half,
both squads moved the ball ~lowly
with neither. squad· ~aking ally '·
serious advances towards th!: goal,
Williams' running highlighted the
first half as the 205-pound running
back niade near down field breaks ·
for the Silver team guided by C.J.
Jones.
The Silyer got their first big ·
. break of the game when cornerback
Smokey Turman jumped on a conversion.
Mazzone fumble on t)Je Turquoi~
Toward the end of the thi~d
20-yard line.
stanza, Mazzone had the ball j;ll"red
Williams wasted no time in· from his hands and. defensive back
getting' his squad on the board. ·Jon Sutton caught the mid-air ball
After a two-yard pickup, Williams .and ran 49 yards to the Turquoise
burst up the midqle for an 18-yard
touchdown run.
Turman again took advantage of
a Mazzone mistake as the Lobo
''
cornerback picked off a Mazzone
miscue and scampered 4:1 yards to
the Turquoise 12. Mazzone's squad
was penalized on the play and the
ball was moved down to the Silver
six-yard line. Again Williams hit
paydirt, "this time from two yards
out:
.
Williams second score of the
night _upped the Silver lead to 14-3
after il. Max Hudspeth two point
'..,'

Women In·
Net Finals
'

By M1rty Zimberofl
The fifth ranked UNM women's
team, under the racket of Coach
Larry Lindsay, traveled to Provo,
Utah to compete in the InterCollegiate Tennis Conference finals
this weekend.
Coach Lindsay said that the
UNM female fuzzballers have an
excellent chance for placing third .in
the finals tournament. He also said
that UNM's top player, Th~rese
Sullivan, has a good outside chance
at earning the conference title.
Sullivan bas lost .only ·two
matches this year, one to Sue Boyle
of Arizona State and the other to
Brigham Young University's Sue
Brown.
"We are setting our goals on
beating Arizona," said Lindsay,
"We have a-good shot at third
place." He said that the entire
Lobo team "is playing real well.''
But there was a time in the..
beginning of • the year when
everything did not look so rosy for
the female. netters as this reporter ·
coVeted the "Sullivan Surprise,"
the first big women's tennis story of
the year. During the first week of
school, Lindsay received a letter
from Sullivan stating her d!!sire to
remain out of school for a semester.
She was unaware of the fact that
she would lose her scholarship if
she remained out of school for a
semester, and Coach Lindsay was
concerned that the entire UNM
team would weaken considerably.
Lindsay contacted Sullivan and
explained that she would no longer
be eligible for the scholarship ifshe
did not return to school. Lindsay
cited Sullivan's misunderstanding
of scholarship eligibility rules as the
:reason for the problem. Sullivan .
returned as a top contender for the·
conference title.
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l;l udspeth · tacked on two more

points with a successful conversion.·
The Turquoise's only touchdown
came on a 2S-yard pass from
Mazzone to tight end Chris Combs.

•

The final score in the annu<Jl grid
battle was 22-10 in favor of the
underdog Sil.ver squad who pUt on a
tremendous· performance behind
the run~ing of Williams.
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P~oi!' 111 Phylllo Kuohnot

18. Sutton was pulled down from
behind by Greg West.
Again Jones went to his
workhorse, Williams, and the El
Paso sophomore lugged the ball in
six plays later from five yards out.
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"hang on:' Scholl Sandals exercise
your legs while you walk.
So be a real fox, and take advan,
tage of this special offer from the
people who make special sandals.
Sandals that look gt'eat, feel great and
exercise your legs all"at the same time.
Scholl Exercise Sandc_tls
they're fantasti~.

Just kick on a pair of Scholl
Exercise Sandals-the sandals that
wete made" for comfort and look as
great as they feel. Comfortable 'cause
they're made of cool, sculpted
beechwood and soft foam,padded
leather straps. Great looking 'cause
they go with all the casual things you
wear. And because they have a
special toe ·grip that" makes your toes

r--~------------------

1Special 'FShirt offer direct from Scholl.
1 For your Scholl "Go Natural" T-Shirt, send $3.00 in"chcck or
order (no stnrnps or casf1 please) and the words "Scholl
I mm\cy
Exercise Sandals" cut from the front of the box to:
I Scholl Go Natural T-Shirt Offer;P~O. Box 2684.
f Pittsburgh, Pcnr1sylvania 15Zl9
.
Check yOUr size:
I
Large
Small
Medium
( ll-12-13)
I
(s-6-7l
(8"9·10l
1I :'<nmc·-~~--------------......,.

-,
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· · Ladies Free Wed.
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pics~twice.

20041/2 Central SE
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Next To Ha
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By Ed Johnson
She has been to the Olym·
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Come Fly With Us ... ·
What A Challenge!!
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Peace Corps *Vista

0..

.'

On Campus May 2·4 ·
Sign Up Now For Interview

v

Piacernent Office
Mesa Vista Hall &
Law Schoo~Building
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Free ring cleaning and inspection

·:r

Your rings need care~.,. too. And
nobody cares for them better than
The Diamond Store. Come in,
present this ad, and we'll clean
and inspect any ring free of charge.

,'

·\

8 Convenient Ways to B~~oy :

The Diamond Store
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The New
Luc:ky's Pizza
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College
Innis
Pleased
to
An·
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mo
ions are
now. available for Fall.,
1977 and thru the · Sum•
mer session •• carpeting.

.

Eyeglass<.>s or Conla<'l L<·n"'''

All $1.00 Off Coupotls
Are Void For The Remainder

I
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The annuafLobo women's athletic banquet, which honors top female
athletes at UNM, will be held Monday night, May 2, at the Four-Seasons
Motor Inn.
One hundred and sixteen female athletes will be honored at the annual
fete. Nine sports win be represented at the banquet.
The guest speaker for the evc;ning will be Albuquerque lawyer Roberta
Ramo, Ramo represented women's tennis team member Helen Harbert
when Harbert tried out for the men's tennis·team at Manzano High
School.
The banquet will begin a_t 6 p.m. with a cocktail hour which lasts till 7
p.m. Dinner will follow and at 8 p.m. the awards will be presented.
Individual awards and letter awards will be presented by the coaches.
· Tickets are available from any of the women's sports coaches. Or for
further information call Susan Craig at 277-2338.
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Fast servic-e. qualil~ and
style at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co.
(Next door to Casey Rexa/1 Drug)
Lomas al Washington 255-6329

Sales With
MaoagementOpportunHy
Opportunity knocks for one
of the most progressive companies in N.ew Mexico.

WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
• Sales person 25 and up
• 2 yrs. college
• Married
• Stable work history
• Successful sales experience
(Insurance, equity sale~, real estate,
audio visual, sports equipment etc.)
• Desire to grow in management

WE WILL OFFER:
• Base salary and monthly qonus, not a draw
• Company car
·
• Paid expenses
• Company paid retirement
·.Outstanding training program
Call: LarryHoilien
Mon.·Fri. 8 • 5 P.M.
266-7996

TME SEASON IS ALMOST UPON US •••
So DONT G-ET LEFT IN THE DUST!! !;;NJOY A •••

The: wom11n from Chicago of- '
. fered her a scholarship but
Chemabawi said, "I was scared to
be goingaway from my family." ·
"After I got the tickets, I got
nervous and 1 sent them back," she
said.
·
,·
·'
In 1973 she had a commitment to
Kenya to partjcipate in the African
games, but after her recordbrea!dng
performances she .
reconsidered coming to the United
States.
· It was in .1974 t\lat Chemabawi
made up her mind "to struggle on
my pwn. I decided that it was timl.l
• to find my own way."
Sut Chicago and Chemabawi did
not get along too well.
"It was a, terri.ble place," she
recalls.
,· · .
"Lif~ was very hard for me. I
1 wasn't free. They had someone
with me all the time. I had to coach
·
myself,'' Chemabawi said,
· So it was off to California where
she did have a coach, but ~gain
·
problems arose,
' Tecla Chemabawi
"He was the kind of"coach that
forces people to do something.
Her best was a 52.7 400-meter Athletes should be given some kind
time and it carried her all the way to of choice. He was putling too much
the semi~finals.
.
: pressure on me, telling me I had to
In the All-African Games. of win," she remembered.
1973; Chemabawi set her African·
After that a host of California
record of 53.3 and then went on to colleges, including USC, wanted
·participate on Kenya's winning Chemabawi to join them.
mile-relay team.
.
· While ~unning unattached at an
It was in Australia of 1972 when indoor meet this past winter, she
she met a woman that would ran into Mike 8oit and UNM's
change her life and eventually have Sammy Kipurgat and told. them of
her end up wearing a red and white the adventures.
UNM track unifirm.
"I wanted, a coach, 'but I also
.
wanted to continue my education, ..

Fern Athletic Ban.q_ uet
Set For May 2

'

%ALES

•

She has set an African record in
the 400 meters. ·
She has won a Kenyan national
championship atthe age of 12. , ·
She is Tecla Chem!lb!,lwi, aUNM
trackst<ir• and she says, "When
winning becomes the only way, I'll
just quit track and for!;let it."
"Winning is not reall'y important," · Chemabawi says,
"Running is just for fun. What's
important is· how good I can be
regardle$s if 1 get last place or not."
. There have been few days when
she has come in last, and perhaps
the last time that it did happen was
when she was a child in Kenya-.
"My sisters would win awards
for running and'I would ask them
to give them . to me, but they
wouldn't," Chemabawi said.
She said, "I was ·more interested
il) gaJ)les than ·studying and I Wl!S
il)terested in track a lot."
Her interest was able to kel.lp her
going for a few a awards of her
own.
.
In 1968 she ran a 54.3 to qualify
for the Olympics,
Chemabawi said, "I was so
nervous. I had no idea what the
Olympics were all about."
She ran a 53.2, which is not ~ad
for a "nervous" 13-year-old girl.
·In 1970 she took a year off, but
upon her return in 1'971 her goal
was "to qualify for the Olympic
games in Munich."
In Munich, I was more mature. I
tried my best," she said.
•

.,

NCAA Meet Next

New. Life for Ch.emabawi

. fJiggs Pool Hall!

..0

Harriers Rest for Conference
By Peter Madrid
The UNM men's track team
chose not to compete in the Drake
Relays this weekend. for one obvious reason, they want to rest for
the Western Athletic <;onference
ll}eet May 6 and 7 at Provo, Utah, '

..

The Lobos of Coach Sill
Silverberg have had a rigorous
season as they have held meets and.
competed in meets in which the
athletes ranged from high school
runners to gold medalists from the
Olympics.
The Lobos will enter the WAC
championships with the number
one 600-meter runner in the world,

Jeremiah Ongwae, back .at full State and Texas-El Paso are solid
strength. Ongwae injured his leg at ·favorites to vie for the title."
the Texas Relays and sat out most
of the season.
Of the two relays which will be
run at the WAC meet, the mile
Silverberg said, "We should be relay and the 440 relay, Silverberg
really good in the 400-, 800-, and said the mile rehiy should be the
l,SOO.meter run. Lionel (Ortega) . feature race.
and Peter (Sutler) will be strong in
the distance events."
"Right now," Silverberg said,
All season the Lobos have had to '' ASU and us are number one and
rely on. their middle-distance number two in the world in the mile
runners to score points for the relay."
team.
Silverberg said he hopes the team
will score in every event. The bulk
"If everybody does their best," of the Lobos' points are expected to
Silverberg said, "we'll be in there. come from the middle distance
We'll be fighting it out with races although Silverberg hopes to
Srigha.m Young for third. Arizona score points in the field events;
Silverberg said, "In a meet like
this, a team that doesn'~'t have depth
needs little points in the events to
win. It's little points that decide the
·meet."
As Silverberg's harriers rest,
WAC foes ASU and UTEP will be
traveling to the Penn Relays,
Wyoming will be' in 'the Drake
Relays, and SYU will be competing
on the West Coa~t.
Commenting on the Arizona
schools leaving the WAC,
Silverberg said, "We'.re not going
to lose much with the Arizona
schools out. San Diego State has a
good track program. They are able
to get a lot of walk-ons from
schools in California."

Ch:~::~~:i~:·with UNM men's
track coach Bill Silver burg, she was

~i~~~e:

that she could have both

. Chemabawi said of her first
meeting with assistant Women's
Coach Tony Sandoval, '"I knew
that we would have to be honest. I
was a little nervous and so I just
told him that I'd be· willing· to
help.''
Having come late in the spring
semester, Chemabawi said, "I was
way behindin all my classes and
everything was going so fast."
She said thaf after her meetings
with Sandoval and head coach
Sarbara Sutler, "We came to an
understanding.''
· One thing that has yet to be
cleared-that is whether or not she
~ill run cross country next fall.
Talking with Sandoval during the
first days of Chemabawi's arrival it
had been almost assumed that she
wmdd be the one to fill in for the
departed Karen Cramond who had
led UNM's cross country team to a
ninth-place finish nationally in its
first year of competitoon;
But Chemabawi said, "I don't
like to run in cross country meets."
What she does like is playing in
sports like 1/olleyball and basketball
and says, "I think 1 can try
anything."
, Rock and Jazz. music are also
thing5 she snjoys.
She did not say whether she
enjoyed her workouts or not, but .
she did say that, "The workouts are
completely different than anything
I've
done. . They're
good
workouts ... one of the best. You
have to set your mind to it.''
"Tony treats each of us differently. He prepares us mentally
and physically," Chemabawi said.

. .· UNM high·jumper Craig Doxtator attempts to clear the
bar. The Lobos will need a strong showing by its field event
athletes at the WAC championship meet.

lntramurals Wraps Up Season
By Linda Landini
For 10,000 University of New
Mexico student athletes entered in
91 different activities ranging from
frisbee to water polo, intramural
competition has ended for another
year.
.
The most popular sports this year
were basketball, softball, tennis
doubles for men and softball for
women. One hundred and twelve
students were entered in the frisbee
tournament, said Intramural
Director Fred Perez.
"The Co-Ree sports were run
more loosely this year than they
were last year,'' Perez said. "They
were open to husbands, wives,
boyfriends and girlfriends of the
students as well as the students
themselves. Volleyball was the most
popular sport in the Co•Rec
category."
"The largest growing areas in
intramurals are women's actiVIties
and Co-Ree activities," he said.
More participants are excepted in
these areas next semester and if that
happens, the women's activities will
be divided into ABC skill leagues.
Final standings include: men's
softball-Pure Oro (Philly'.s farm
club) took first place for the second
year in a row by defeating trujillos
13-3; womens' .sisterhood beat
Mosleys' Mistakes in the last inning, 14·13.
/)

•

Volleyball-the Menehunes took
first in the Co-Ree division and in
three-man volleyball, Orient
Express won in straight sets over
Coffee and Cream lS-12, 15-S.
Tennis-winners include: John
Brandt and Kevin Hanratty from
Sigma Chi fraternity: independents

Jery Garver and Mike Kraemer;
and women's, Sally Broyles and
Dina Taylor.
The Popejoy Trophy was
awarded to the fraternity ac•
cumulating the most points du~
the competition. This year's winner
was Sigma Chi.'!i~h .!._46~ points.
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ROOT'S
MAY SALE
1,500 pa~rs of roots at.

.
$10.00
$14.90< I )s19~9o
$24.90
Vah1es to $40.00
Sale lasts through May!
Roots Natural Footwear
Winrock Center
/
293-3377
•

FINALS GOT
YOU DOWN?
•

Makar• ef lfencl MHe
lnolialt Jaiorelry
OLD

Levrs

12.99
on all styles
at the
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for a break from studying

Mon·Thur
··Friday·
Saturday
Sunday

Open

9am-llpm
9am-Midnight
lOam-Midnight
10am-6pm

GBKBRAL

2216 Central SE 265-5986

111 Harvard SE • 8117 Menaul NE

Have a.good Summer
From the ''POSH''
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Covered
'lllr'agon

~ Have you ever wanted to say ~
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Travel Lightly
This Summer,
Sell Us
Your Clothing

June 3 and 4 the Lobos will
compete in the NCAA championships at Champaign, lll. if they
qualify well at the WAC meet.
During the summer, the harriers
will be running on the West Coast
and some will be competing in
Europe.
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Under.UNM Coaches

One DoHaf.
$100
·For Afl The Pool & Ping Pong
You Can Play From 3-8pm At
lar
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(across from Yale Park)•
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~for 1 from our Soda Fountain
Friday and Saturday Nights
When You Show Your Ticket Stub
From Don Pauehos or The Guild
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By Gilbert Bustamante
UNM woman golfer Nancy
Romero and two other golfers are
tied for first place honorsin the Sun
D11vil Classic. UNM is currently in
fourth place in the team standings.
The tc;mrnament began Wednesday and will be wrapped up
today•

!'" Laaa PHARMACY
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Arizona State, the host of the
tournament, is tied for first with
Tulsa, both have first round scored
of 302 followed by San Jose State
with a 310. UNM is in fourth place
.with a 319.

We Serve All Your Needs 7 am.- Midnight

I

Yale & Central

243-5601'

L--------------~---------~------•

Romero is tied with Julie Stay of
Arizona State and Nancy Lopez of
Tulsa, They bad first round scores
of even par 72.

MESA CHICANA
Association Of Chicano
Graduate Students
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Coach Sandles said that
Romero's score was really good. He

ELECTIONS-May 14th.

NIGERIAN
CULTURAL
NIGHT

Nominations for President; Vice
President~ Sec. Treasurer and·
Executive Committee mem hers
are being accepted

'"

International Center
1808 Las Lomas N.E.

U.N.M .

Saturday, April30
5:30P.M.

All Are

Deadline May 1st
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Invited

Call 294-6554 • 265,.9324

Sponsored By

Nigerian Studenls Or~.anlzatlon
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Sports Comment
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By Ed Johnson
UNM will get its last chance
at 9 a.m. to see its
.vonoen's track team ·in action
it takes off to compete in the
and National AlA W
ch~;~~:~~~~~~i~:~; The finals are
sc
to .begin around noon.
The Lobo Invitational will bring
Arizona St., who is ·heavily
'fav,>rect to win the WAC cham(pioush.ips, Adams State, Northern
Southern Colorado,
Colorado College and Arizona.
Because of its depth, ASU should
come out ahead in the team score,
· but the UNM women are expected
: to hold their own in several eveJJts.
· The 880 medley relay team of
. Susan Vigil, Cindy Hagg, Lynette
Gutierrez and Lisa Gibbs, who is
• coming off an injury, is hoping to
· qualify for nationals by obtaining a
time of I :46.9.
Gibbs' injured ankle also posed
· somewhat of an proolem to the
track team, as she is also considered

.

Your Sports Editor
By Peter Madrid
Now·that I've· been sports editor for two weeks and have tried my
hand at night editoring for two nights, I've decided to take the time to
let LOBO sports'readers know what to expect next year.
After the. S_tudent ).>ublication Board appointed Tim Gallagher
Editor in Chief, Tim said to "expect a new look in next fall's
LOBO.'' My sports sectioJJ will be no exception.
I've already added something to the paper as a new MVP was ad'ded to the yearly LOBO ~ports staff picks, newcomer of the year:
As a regular feature all of next year, I will pe.running Lobo of the
wee~ ·every Wednesday. Membe~s of the sports staff will submit an
. athlete of the sport whjch they cover. I will caref11liY go over the
criteria on which the athlete's performance was based.
Also, more·of an emphasis will be put on coverage of major sporting events such as the Super Bowl, major college bowls, World
Series, NBA Playoffs and the Stanley Cup Playoffs for all UNM
hockey enthusiasts.
In order to keep Lobo fans abreasf of which sports are getting the
ax as far as funds go, I will be following very closely what goes on at
the Athletic Budget meetings.
Features have been' popular since I've been writing and next year
these features on various athletes will continue to run.
- As sports editor, I'm excited as hell about the many fine freshmen
UNM athletics has. In all sports, freshmen are gainiJJg the experience
to lead their team to league or possibly national champjonships.
• · Freshmen have shown excellent performances iJJ such sports as
men's and women's track, men's and women's skiing, and women's
basketball.
If you LOBO'sports readers would like_to see something new in the
sports section or see something old taken out, drop by the LOBO office in Marron Hall and tal)c to me about it. Also, if there are any
people interested in writing Sports for the LOBO, come in and talk to
me, I'll b~ more than happy to recruit new writers for next year. ·• ·
So as the new sports editor comes in, me, and the old sports editor
goes out, David, Belling, all I can say is thanks Dave, you've helped
me this far.

to be the top long jumper.
Two small paclcages who have a
Iot o f d. ynamtte,
·
Guiterrez· and
Hagg, will challenge ASU's Renee
Brwo.n in t)le 100-meter dash, will
run m the 200 meters and will
compose half of the 440 relay team.
The other two members of the
440 team, Karen Cunning!tnme and
Connie Joseph, will be f~atured in
the 400 meters as well as the 880
relay team. The 440 team .is looking
for a national qualifying time of
48.3.
: Vigil, who has already qualified
m the 400 meters and the 800
m.eters, wil be doing her :runnirig
· wtth a baton as she competes on the
mile relay, two-mile relay and the
880 medley.relay.
Middle-distance super star Tecla
Chemabawi will try her hand in the
100-meter dash as well as the mile
and two-mile relays.
The mile relay team of Anita
JVt:a:siand, Cindy·'"Flash" Ashby,
Vtgtl and Chemabawi should pick
·

Two
draft
flaps at ZilDIJteJi~--:l~;,;\lwi(.1'VI/
;'
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~
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Summer Resident Camp
Positions Available
• Positions c:pen for counselors at 2 sites:
Cedar HI\~ Texas and Palestine, Te1':as
• Program emphasis m: Horsebacklng. swlmmln
sports and games, Outdoor sktlls.
• Openings also !or:
Program Director, Business Mgr.. Waterlront
Dlredor,Nurse.
'
Unit Uaderi. Horsemanship Directors, and
Tripping Coordinator.
• For more informatfon and appllcatkms contact
Comp Fire Girls, Lone Slar Cound

Stuffed size 8'" x

5415 Maple A\lenue.SuUe308

DaUas,Texas 75235

orcaii214-6J8.2240
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The craftmanship of this baJ is apparent in its construction & design. 1.9 oz ripstop nylon and the finest
goose down are combined ~or a bag t~at weighs only 31b
12 oz, yet has a temperature rating of 0 farenheit. You
can zip two together to make a double bag. Price includes a stuff bag and a storage. bag. Price: 8138 Reg.
$141 Long .
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Debbie Davis wiil b!! out to break

h~r school record of 123-9 in the

dtscus.
.
UNM finished second in the ASU
In~itatioQ~l earlier this year, 46
pomts behmd ASU in a fOLlr team
meet.

511 Wyoming NE 265-3668 265·36671
New Office 4523 4th NW 345-5301
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CANTERBURY CO-OP

i
i
i

a new place to live?

~

A second meeting of interested persons will

i
~

i
i
i

~

' § a small co-ed residence co-op close to the 1
' i .campus: a close knit community of students ~
~ to help support your studies, provide good i
r food and a safe place to live.
i
l

.

ii
i
i
i

i
ii
i
i

2nd planning meeting
May 1, 7:30P.M.
PLACE: Canterbury Chapel
· 425 University, N.E. ~

'.
J

~ C

RC.b .

If you are .interested but cannot
be present for this 2nd meeting,
call: 247-2515
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· 1977-78 UNM Chaparrals top row left to right: Linda Snyder, Kelly Kemper, Susan Chur·
chill, Kathy lsburgh, and Dana Miller. Middle row left to right: Celia Lucero, Pam May, Annette Burwinkle, Michelle Thompson, and Luanne Lash. Bottom row left to right: Shelly
Durkin and Carol May.

talent of. the UJqM

High Schoo) and Coll~ge
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i continue in their efforts to bring into being .J

Graduating Seniors

PREPARE FOR:

•(
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Anita Marsl~nd, who has
qualified herself for nationals in the
high jump, will try to break her
school record of S-6 14,
Julie Maione will be on hand to
attempt to match her first place
~nish in last week's Kansas Relays
m the long jump, as well as accompany Laurie Gilliland · in the
400-meter hurdles. ·

1977·78 Chaparrals

The Class S Sleeper No. 2
,,

N

Call for Appointments
505 Marquette NW

i

New Mexico State University and
Colorado ·University this weekend
at home, and conferences matches
against the University of Utah and
Brigham Young University the
following weekend.
The. Lobos, now 10-6 in the
season and 1-1 in conference play
· (UNM 5, Arizona 4; ASU 9, UNM
0.), face NMSU and CU in nonconference matches Saturday and
Sunday at 10 a.m., preparing for
the WAC matches against the Utah
schools.
The Lobos have been inconsistent in their playing this
season, winning several tough
matches against nationally ranked
teams, but dropping loses to teams

l!::==jjjiiiiii~~===~lw~it~h~ou~t~tb~e

.

Special: Shampoo and Set $6.00
with Student ID
. Good Tues-Fri

up a qualifying time of under 3 :55,
Pentathlete .Billie, Col borne is
looking for 3200 points to qualify·
her for nationals·r'She has scored
3,150 in a preVious meet.
..She will have quality competition
m AS.U's Dana Collins and Celeste
Wilkinson.

.Netters Close Season.
By Carol Pavletich
The UNM tennis team wraps up
the season with matches against

~
(II

4.50 OFF on Cuts

Women Harriers Host· Meet

said the course was real tough and first round scores of 83 arid Laurie
there were a Jot of shots goiJJg out · Steenrod back in the.pack at 88.
'of bounds. "It.'s time for her to win
one," said Sandles. "She has been
In fifth place in the team stancoming really close.''
dings is Hawaii with a first round
UNM first round scores included score of 326, followed by Arizona
Barbara Berry, at 81, Cindy 340 and UCLA at 343, 4.1 strokes
Kelliher ~nd Carla' Muir tied with off the pace,

"'
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Bring your 1977 diploma to any office
of First National Bank and we'll open
a checking account in your name with
NO SERVICE CHARGE for one year.
Offer ends July 1, 1977. First National
·Bank congratulates you and wishes you
success in your-future·education or career.

LSAT • GRE • GMAT
OCAT • VAT • CPAT
Summer Courses Forming Now
Our broad range of programs provides an umbrella of testIng know-how that enables us to oller the best preparation
available, no mntter which course ls·taken. Over as years
ot experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous
home study materials. Courses that are constantly updated. Permanent centers open days & weekends.all year •.
Complete. tape facilities for review ot class lessons and for
use of supplementary materials, Make-ups for missed lessons at our centers.

'

ASK ABOUT OUR
COMPACT COURSES

•'

2320 Central Ave. SE • 268-4876
Hours Monday thru Friday 10-6 · Saturda" B·G

DenVI'!r Center
· llll!il":'
1~
431 W. Colfax
- ~ ~.,.
Denver, Colo. 80204 ~·
::IU::l·b~0)·:>4 ·rJ
.
EDUCATIO~AL CE~TER

The First National Bank in Albuquerque

MPIAN

Call Collect

~

New Mexico's Largest 1-iome·OWncd Independent Bank

·.

Splash into Spring
with

Swimsuits From
SfGf? of tQ8 f?fJffiP.ERBD illflfDBD

Member FDIC

.

2937 Monte Vista (on the triangle)
255-5287

Centers in Ma ior U.S. Cities
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A cold wind crosses the hearts of soon-to-be graduated UNM seniors as
theY_ think of getting a job in the harsh, cruel world outsfde of academia,
bu,t,Job ~~~:arke~s are not as bad ;~s.th!ly could be.
·
Job Situations across. the nallon are veey, very good depending on the
student's degree and the present;~tion of his b;~ckground," said Steve
Dunlap of the New Mexico Employment Bureau,
Dunl;~p s~id that t~chnical jobs, su~~ as e!lgineering, the scien~es and
computer sc1ence are m good supply. ·Amencan people are headmg that

u,NfA<~IS'l'l

Than Cit_y's

U~!i\.A.t.

t..un'lp•"·h

S..J.J·

~Jj(r,

way techmcaJiy towards organization "he said.
Tina ~u~utsky·Taylor of Career s'ervices s;~id th;~t the nationwide job
market IS m a b~tter shape fo~ UNM seniors than the Albuquerque jol\
market because most graduating students w;~nt to st;~y in Albuquerque
and Albuquerque doesn't have the business or industry to hire everyone
who wants to stay here .. "
,
"Albuquerque's big businesses hiring people are Sandia, Kirtland, and
banks. Retail stores are-next, •• she said,
.
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PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, I. D. p~otos, Low,est
prices In toVfn. Fast, pleasing. Call 26~·2444 or !,!ome
to 1717 Gir~rd ~lvd,NE. tfn
f,. LJMlTf;D 11Uinber ofbac~- issues of the LOBO ar~
availal)le for 10 cents a copy In room 1'31, Marron
Hall. tfn
OKIES-,-featuring f«;~otwlong hot dogs~ only 35 centS.
Il-l daily, 4/29
JF YOU HAyg two aCademic years r:emaiping at
UNM (grlldilate or undergraduate) and are charting
your fut~re,,why not get $100,00 a month by joining
AFROTC, A ftc,!'r your two yeau the real payQff is an
Air for.;:e commission and a great way Qrlife. Inquire
now l\t the Departnient of Aerospace Sludies, 1901
Las Lomas, 277-4S02, 4/29
WOULD LIKE; TO ORGANIZE synchro swim club,
Interested? Call Mike, 277-3231, after 6 p.m, 4/29
AGORA, t,JNM's Stl,l~ent-cri~js cen~ef, We'll listen.

~

4129
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compensaae. Please c;ontact Malaria Project, 277-

3001, 4/29
PHYSICS AND MATH TUTORING, experlensed
'graduate litudent. 247~3416. 4/2.9

GRADUATE; STUDENTS, Want to proteste~cessjve
library fines1 Don't pay. Call277·380l. 4129
LIBBY, To-the deB.rest friend ever, anywhere. I hope
you have the best of birthday_$, 1-fappy 20th. MY love,
L. 4/29
MY DOG NEEDS SOMEONE nying to N,Y.C, at
break to fly on their ticket. ,Will pay. Leslie, 294~
2947. 412~
'
GIRLS!_ For instruction in .proper bedroom e~iquet~e
conta.ct Howard. 4/29
Allen P. 1 like you. Guess who. 4/29

~

J

{,I

....lost & Found
LOST: 3 mo. old puppy, black With white chest and
chin. 242,12!14. 4129
LOST: BROWN SUEDE JACKET, probably left on
Mall, 4/21177~ Please return to Marron Hall, rm.
Ill. Reward. 4!i9
LOST; female, 7monthsold, ~ ~hepherd, 114 Husky,
black with white markings, .R~wtu~. Call 243~
2106.' 4/29
FOUND: KEYS in Milch oil Hall, 4127. Clallfl rm.
lOS, Marron Hall. ·4129
FOUND: CLIP-BOARD. Describe & claim rm. lOS,
Marron Hall. 4/29
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LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professicmal Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842-S200. tfn
·
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
S:E., 26S..0335. Color TV's, lape decks, stereo,
amplifiers! a_uto radios. Install burslar alarms. 10'!•
discount for sludents with ID's. Quick service. Used
TV's fouale. 4/29
NEED. SOMETHING TYPED7 Call Lynn, 2660760•• 4/29
TYPING: M.A. ENGLISH. Selectric, on-campus .
296·8S64.. 4/29
SEI\VE In tlie Peac:e Corps! Caii277,S907 after 3o30
P.M. 4129
TYPING, EDITING. Call Kim: 266-!1037. . 4/29
TYPING,Jstoqualily;68M787'. (fn ·:~c"' · ~
EDITORIAL SERVICES. Do you want l'rofesslolial
help in editing your dlsserlation? Or writlns a
pro_posal Q.r .report? Call Harvey .Frauenstass,
Professional; Communication Service, 344-8344 or
26S-S689. 4129
FOR EXPERIENCED TYPJSTo proofing, editing,
legal, medical, manuscripts, general, 266·
4770. 4129
.
GUITAR LESSONS. Beginning to Intermediate from
UNM guitar major. 247·3574, 4129
SPANISH TUTORING to combat instructor
ineptitude. Catl Bill at 266-6047. 4/29 •
WE STRIP and/or refinish furniture at sensible rates.
Antlqu"es handled wilh care and arfec:lion. Stripe-a,
1021 Soul~ San MateoSE. 266-8332. 4/29
WITH THE AID of hypnosis you can approach
finals calmly and confidently. C)'nthia Ningi hyp.
notist, 292-2l6S. ~129
EXP. GUITAR PLAYER will leach you how to play
easily, Beginners wetcome. 294~HJ28, 294~
2719. 4129
TYPING. Olivclli machine, '75 centS/page. Catl268·
7002. 4 / 2 9 - - - - - - - - - - - -
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When you've just found out that the place
you bOoked amonths ago fc!rthe biggest bash
ofthe year went out ofbumness I weeks ago
•••it's no time to get fmed up.
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Lite Beer from MtiJer.
I~ you always wanted
in a beer. And less•
.•
<11

1977 Miller Brellling Go., Milwaukee, \Ms.

•

TWO DYNACO SCA·BOQ stereo amplifiers, Fender
Telecaster ~uitar, Bill, ·ssi~J67S-. Chri~>, 296·
569$, 4129

72)4. 4n9

SAMOYED PUPPY. 266-0689afterS:OO p,m. 4129
WATER BED: 2Sl-8196, 268-4028, Phi), 4129

SINGER MACHINE: Sewing ma'()hine, !lot ~!aimed.
Equipped to buttonhole, zig~zag. Pay $19,00 ii take
machine. 2SS-7Sl4. · 4129
·
STOP ... DUE TO PI VORCE. Bra~4 new classic Ill
Kirby -and attachmentlt, assume payments of $7,47 a
mo., new warranty, 2!iS·1S3S, 4/29
BANKRUPT STEREo", .l!Jst- bought o'ut _Pb9enix
st.ereo stQck. Everything must go -at 400:o·$0'lo Qff,
Receivers, tape cass~ttes, · turnt"'bles, speakers;
Pioneer, S~nsui, K~nwood, Sherwood, .etc, 255·
75l5. 4129
'
OP.EL GT; excellent condition, automatic. $18!10.00.

COMPLETE RACQUETBALL EQUIPI\IENT al
diScount -prlc:es. The Bike Sholl.- new location, 811
YalcS.E. Call 842-9100. 4129
THE BIKE SHOP Specials: thorn resistant tubes,
·
S2.l0 each; Ciiadellocks, SI3.9S. 4/29
BEAUTIFUL 1953 DODGE. SJiecial original paint,
25 mpg hilly, 36,000 miles. 256-9461. 4129

'67 CHRYSLER NEWPORT, 2-door, AC, cruise
corni'ol, $750,00. '63 ·Comet SW, 4·door 1 $250.00.
aoth good condition. coli Zll-6112 afler l
p.m. 4129
'71 TOYOTA LAND CRUISER, $2,300.00. ;!6S·
· 4205, 2&4~2210, Brian, 4129
GARAG!l SALE §UNDA Y, May first, 2137 Cool SB
(corner Yale), Beds, !ools:, TV, clothes, etc. -4129
1973 FORD TllUNDERDJI\ 0: metallic bluo& while,
$3,l00,00 firm. Call2%.0l71. 4129
ROYAl. MANUAL TYPEWI\ITEI!: llll!e type,
excellent ~on~ilitm. $~0.00 cnsh. Artc::r 6 evenings, or
Sumf;,·, •q4 j:!"19 41.29

1968 VW B~ETt:a, AM/FM radio, st'eel belt r~dlals,
2 mag wheels, tuned exh~us~, nans gfeat. Call299·
8425. 4/29
1970 V\V SQUAREBACI(, 60,000 miles, $9SO.OO,
242-!145S. 4129
GIBSON ELECTRIC.ACOUSTIC ES·!2ST. Rare,
Jimi says ''You really oughta. buy this," Call 2ss~
3028. 4129
197S MAV. ERICJ(, 1%9 Olds conv .. bolhmellent
condition. 299-Sl94. 4129
•
1974 HONDA 17SXL, 4SOO mi., 247-3574. 4129
.:.;::::..:.~~~----------R41~'H&42. A1tlp14tf. ...4/?Q
ACOUSTIC !SO-lOS guitar amplifier L/N, 247- '
19n HONDA 500: les$ than 10,000 miles, exCellent
lS74. 4/29
.
' FEMALE ROOMMATE: wanted around May lit,
condition, hooker handles and sissy bar, $900,00.
share l~rse three bedro~;~m home close to UNM, with
2S6-1464. 4129
<~AKAI" reel ·to r~l, $~$.00. 'lSchwinn" IO·spe«!j
extras. Rent and utilities:, $11S_.OO a m.:mth. Trish,
$30.00.247-3279. 4129
'
843-6JSO, 4/29
WINDJAMMER 11, damaged, no hardwar~. $45.00,
25S-7ll2, 4/29
GUITAR: flat top steel string acoustical .by GUild, ;:K,:;I;:;DS:C,":P::;E:;;TS;i..:',F:;:•I:,.N:::E"'t"'Q,-~""ie:-1.,-tw-o"'b-e""dr-o-om-,,-,-n-tra"'l;-a.,...ir,
'68 VW CAMPER: new parts, runs well. 242~
Excellenl ~;ondltion. $140.00. Call881·4279, 4/29
green yard. $160.(}0, 262·1751, Valley R~ntals, szo.oo
740. 4/
fee, 4/29
ENJOY YOURSE{..'F, Finer thfee·bcdroom; fen~
yard, kids, pets. $200.00. 262-1751, Valley Rentals,
$20.00 fee. 4/29 ·
ALL UTILITIES PAID, Air condlliQncd IWO
bedroom, 5}70,00. Kids, petS: fine. 262-17!11, Vall~)'
part
UNITED Feature Syndicate
ACROSS
Rentals, $20,00 fee, 4/29
53 Condensed
t Feminine
~ALL TODAY. Spaci(ms two bedroom, kids, pets
moisture
name
OK, SIQO.OO, n~;~ lease, $20,00 .fee, Valley Rentals,
54 Run-down
6 Enraptured
262-1751. 4129
Thur§da_¥:s Puzzle Solved:
boat:
1o Monetary
WALK TO SCHOOL, F\liiY furnished .one bedroom
Informal
unit ·
· 570roop
with. air c;:onditlonlng. $130.00, utilities _pajd, s:w.oo
fee, Valley Rentals, 262·1751. 4/29
1 4 Shoe tier'
59 Stultifying
RENT WEEKLY: cozy one b~droom, $2!1.00/wk;,
upper
rubbish
BOOd area, no lease. $20.00 rec:, Valley Rentals, '2~~15 Jal····
61 Once--·
1751. 4/29
16'Strong
FURNISHED
TWO BEDRQOM duplex apt., two
pervasive·
Occasionally t::ot-:-:+:':1.
blocks from UNMt $195.00/month plus utilities. Call
quality
64 Waver
2S6·9l0S, 4/29
17 J. Harris
67 Emerge
FEMALE TO SHARE two-bedroom aJjartment 11ear
character.: 68 Blackmore
Washington and Lomas. Off·street parking, laundry,
2 words
heroine: 2
$81.00, 2SS-8498. 4129
19 ltalian·coin
words
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR_ RENT, summer,
'20 Fabric
70 Elevator
campus, $60,00 single; $40.00 double. 24l21 Sensitive to
man
0066. 4/29
beauty
71 Instrument
I BR APARTMENT at 116 Ha~;Vard S,E,, available
23 State of ·
72 Spring
May I. Tom Terrill Real Estate Co., 898·12S4, 4129
India
month
Wharton
EFFICIENCY APT. near UNM-TVI, available Ma)'
43 Ancient
1. Tom Terrill Real Estate Co •• 898·1254. 4/29
25 Congeal
73 Cut: Suffix 12 Water wheel
Greek state
26 Tan-gallon 74.Sieep
13 Land ex·
HOUSEMATE WANTED: near Lomas and
46 ··--hour
Loulilana, hu<e bedroom, $120.00,266-3448. 4/29
75
traffic

F01 R•nt

TD:DAY'S CRDSSIDID PUZZLB
,..,..,.,.,..,.,.,

27 Mischief
. ';~~~rely
29 Walked over
31 Composed
DOWN
of
communists.- 1 Jujubes
33 Eng. linear
2 ··--avis:
measure
Unique
thing
34 P
3 Large rocks
· aper
. money
.
36 Hand
on g 1acters:
. warmers
2 words
40 Told a lib
4 Goddess of
42 Perceives
agriculture
by the ear
5 Checks
44 Kick
6 John
~5 Baffling
Brown's
problem
do!j
47 Gets away
7 Brarn matter
completely
8 Couples
49 Gold: Sp.
9 Nervous
50 Transportation giggle .
10 Mountam
medium
52 Garment
passes
11 Author·-·-·

panse
48 ---·· -·at·
18 Leader of
tent! on
political
51 Ordinary
disorder
seaman
22 Account en•
54 Beginners;
try
Var .
24 Accepted
cusloms
55 Cause ID
27 Give assls·
adhere
56 Fundamental
lance to
28 Medley
30 Graduated
_plates
58 Sphere
32 Name play· 60 Mining ex·
fully
cava lion
35 U:Jed a lever 62 ··-- Ger·
37 Supermarket
many
2 words
63 Sensuous
38 Anterior
love .
39 Put away
65 Blue grape '
neally
pigment
41 For~ of bor· 66 Depend
.rowmg:
upon
Abbr.

SUMMP.R . SESSlON !lousing Contro<IS nrc
nva\lqbiQ 1\t Hou~in~ CollectiOtJ$ ornce In l.f\ Posnda
Dining llnll, 2nd noor, 4129
EI'FJCmNCY APARTMENT near UNM-TVI,
avrtllnbJe inunedintely. Air conditioning and.offstreet·
parking. Rent, Including utilities, SIOQ.QP per momb.
Cati2Sl·I8SS. 4129
HOUSE WANnD, Need 2 on-l>edroom l1ouse for
SUmlll<r, dates nexiblc. 29l-6277, 293·659l, 4129
ROOMS IN HOUSE on cnmpus, all fa~!llitlcs,
summer sublet. $7S.00-$100.001 May l'·Aua. "·
292·l476 after 5 p.m. 4/29
HOUSEl SW VALLEY, Sp~ce r;sardcn, an.lmnls,
S85.00 plus utilities. Cnn worlo; for nmt. 877~
46)3. 4129
SHARE I<AI\GE, COMFORTABI<Jl HOUSE, SE
Girardi ·beautiful view, reasonable. Evenings, 842·
l90S. 4/29
WANTED 2Vz~J Br. house to rel"!t Or- sublet. this
summer for vishlng f!lcult)' In UNM snmm~r d!H1CC
program. Z42p9294. Keep trying. 4129
FOR SUMMER ONL\': one lledroom, basement,
$70.00, two blocks from UNM, 24l·4D21. 4129

Employm(!nt
WORK FO.R A bcUcr ·worl({. Apply 10 the Peace
Corps. Call277-l901altcr 3:lO P.M. 4/29
PART~TIME JOP: s8t~s.- Oc~lble hours 1 go.od pay.
Possible ruU-tlme for summer, Call: Phil Frnnczyk,
C.L,U, 292-28l0, 4129
SUMMER WORK for collcsc otudenls: 5400,00 n
month, 7S openings, Call2!14-2064, 2)l-2l37. 4/29
PART TIME HELP WANTED: Salos clerk &
stocking. Must be over 21, graduate stUdent~ only.
Apply In person~ no phone calls. ·save.Woy Liquor
Store, 5704Lomas.Divd. N.E. 4/29 ..
ELEMENTARY STA TJSTICS TUTOR needed now I
Will pay Well. Call266-1764, 4129
WOI\KSTUDY STUDENT needs job, f~ll or pnrttimedLJring summer. Jud)', 24.3-6995. 4/29
SUMMER WORK.· COLLEGE STUDENTS, Full
time ~ummc:r wprk, Company training, -earnS60.oo a
day, No travel, no night work, exciting Corp, Must be
neal, sharp and mature. Start the day after school
finls~es. 26S·6l03, 4/29
DRAFTSMAN/DESIGNER NEEDED to draw
HVAC & solar energy systems, B"pcrien~c &. local
re£erences preferred. 40 hrs/week, $3,"25·54;50/hr.
2SS-1232- 4/29
SAVE THIS PHONE NUMBER: 881·4S8l, for
summer jobs. S:SOO.OO per month. Appl)' now, uart
work May 18th. Call for nnnt. 4129

MeDonold'o In Albuquerque would
like to ollor any student who brlngo
bock ony Unlvorolty ol New M.xlco
Llbrory Book thot Jo ot lo11t two
woeko overdue to ony altho olght Me·
Doneld'• loc1tlon In Albuquerque •
Freo Big Moe. This oller lo good from
now tlvough .Moy 6th. So lind thoae
o-verdue booltt •nd for each on•
you'll •ecelve olrH Big Moe from Me·
Donald'a.

t:A~·

We do it all for you

Jt!

NOW· ITo'S
'(HEI... JURN!

Sale

f·INES'f SELECfiON _bf handmade wedding sets·.
Charlie Romero, 2945 Wyoming NE. 293~
6901. 4/29'
WATERBEDS: WATER TRIPS, 3407 Central N.E.
Catering -to student needs since 1971. lne"pensivc
furniture. Student special~ complete waterbcd syste~p,
S79.9S. 4/29
BICYCLES: BERTIN BICYCLES, guaronlcod 2lbs.
lighter weight. R.C. Hallett•s. 843·9378. tfn
APRIL CLOSE OUTS; sclec:ted speakers, receivers,
amplifiers, tape-decks; new, demo,- used. To 50"1o
orr. Marantz, Pioneer, AR, ESS, etc·. Hi-Fi House,
lOU Monte Villa N.E. (near UNM), 2S516<l'4, 4129

~l

GIBSON SG STANDARD w/casc. Call lolni, 2620909, 4129
1964 .. VOLVO: best -offer, ~a.ll evenings, 243-

hair styling

1/3 OFF

Shampoo, conditioner •. cut..
and blow dry Reg. 15°0
with Student ID
Good Tues.-Fri.
Call for Appointments
Galeria

...
I

,,.

'

GOOD PRICES
ARE JUST THE BEGINNING

'.

'

It

It

•,

,,

·-·,

FREE RE.CEIVER G·IVEAWAY!
..

Buy
these

,·

. :· .

Model801
You've heard of·

...

the Bose 901 's
now come listen to

. •.

t~e
~I

.,

'

I

BUY NOW
AND SAVE

each

MODEL2215
AM/FM Slereo
Receiver
Famous Marantz
qu~lity for an
unbelievable price!.

SX-550

amazing Ampex 801!

•

'

AMPEX

II

arid· ·
get ·
this
receiver
FREE!

.1254H's
for

$225

...
..

.. .

ECI

j

BUY NOW

Durin'{) Custom Hi-Fi's aU-time ·
Custom Court Attack when you
buy the EC1125~H speakers
for$225 each we 111 give you
the Pioneer SX-550
AM/FM Stereo
I•U:Or',DIVAr absol
free!!

AND SAVE
•

C!.D PIONEER

BUY NOW

.............

~

S159

We sound better:

S7·2

• Large meters

. • Separate bias qnd equilization

S149

PI

-:;~~;

Pioneer SX-450
•
AM/FM Stereo Receiver
• BIC 920"F" with
base, dustcover
and SHURE cartridge
• ECI Super 8 two-wa.y
speakers with
ut cabinet

-

eeectFB .-.; iii• o

CT·F2121
~

.

MODEL CTS 2121
Stereo Cassette Recorder

Get
This

AND SAVE

,,

BUY NOW
AND SAVE

Cassette
Recorder

.,,
'

We Accept:
Cash, Check!ii
Bank· ·
Ameticard

.

\
I

. '

&

Mastercharge

*

·Ask About
Our 10-Month
No Interest
Layaway

FOR ONLY

·'

s999s

with either of
these two systems

Cji;;§JII~:~r. S13 7

MODEL.6060

~·~Ol(Jjfi ~CD~(i tt'

AM/FM Stereo Receiver ... ,

Formula
Si)(
Speakers

•. $209$29~

.MODEL
36R
3-way
speaker

-

90-rninute cassette
'

M91 ED Stereo
Cartridge

819

Jenson
3·way

speakers
PIONEER

' TS-691

6x9 Dual cone speakers

~14

speaker :
with HPM
tweeter

$9599
each

~.,

$

~~

·

AM/FM ln·d·ash

.

TP·252 underdas
S-track deck

S42~0

.·

KP-212 Underdash
cassette deck
only

857.
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S275

co-a)(ial
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